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PREFACE
Personal Motivations
I have spent the last year and an half, before this thesis project begun, studying lots of different
things, in different places, and with different methodologies. Despite the title of this travelling
master course sounds like ”Micro and nano-technologies” the most important teaching has been
to always keep an eye on the big picture; not an easy task but worth to be pursued.
It takes me 1 year, after the first time me and my friend M. L. discussed about energy storage,
to be brave enough to propose a project on sodium-ion battery to a micro-technique professor.
”Fortune favours the bold” and I landed in the electrochemistry world: thanks to my project
mate L.L. and the help of professor C.G. it has been a soft landing . This is not to say that I
went in blind, actually I have always been fascinated by the possibility which can be unleashed
by enough power in a small enough place. Of course the recent general excitation about renewable resources and electrical vehicles contributes pushing me in this direction.

Abstract
Energy storage systems are wide spread in our life, from mobile phones to car batteries.
Electrochemical energy storages are the natural evolution of stationary storage systems, linked
to energy production and distribution. With the mass production of lithium-ion battery due to
future expansion of the electrical vehicles market and the consequently price fall, the possibility
of introducing this technology in the stationary storage starts to be profitable.
Such an increase of lithium exploitation raises concerns about its sustainability, both environmental and economical. Different alternatives to lithium have been explored in the last decades
and sodium is one of the most promising. Carbon nano-structured electrodes are particularly
suited to enhance the strengths of sodium and shortens the gap between sodium and lithium
with respect to total capacity. To reach the requirements of the target application the device
needs good capacity and efficiency at high C-rate.
Electro-spun CNFs are an optimal solution in terms of cost, scalability, and maturity of the
production process. They work as a sponge for the electrolyte and a scaffold for the active
material. In the present work the full production line has been studied, with particular attention to the effects of fibres morphology and loading profile on the electrochemical performances.
Cyclic voltammetry, impedance spectroscopy, and galvanostatic cycling are the main techniques
employed.
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Chapter 1

Framework and Opportunities of
Battery Energy Storage
1.1

Thesis and Purpose of this work

The problem addressed in this work is the one of the energy storage devices linked with renewable
energy production. The peculiarity of this field is an attention to the cost, efficiency and
sustainability of the whole device and less constrains on the choice of material compared to
the portable batteries market [16, 17, 8]. Focusing on energy storage systems for stationary
application implies the necessity to linger on different aspects of storage devices from a system
perspective.
The deliveries and the purpose of this work, from both the system point of view and the
experimental point of view are summarized below.

1.1.1

System Perspective

The Problem
After the spreading of renewable energy in the last decades, the problem of intermittent power
generation is a major concerns to the endemic exploitation of those kind of technologies. Because
the energy production of solar and wind power may oscillate, while the demand is constant,
periods of intense production must be exploited to cope with low production periods and optimize the plant performances. The variations take place on time scale of the order of seconds to
minutes, hence storage systems to be embedded with renewables must have a quick response,
instead of a very large energy capacity: among the main usages, the device is asked to store
energy for just few seconds before it is asked back, and rarely to shift energy from day to night.

1
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One of the most important requirement is the ability of the system to release high power for
few seconds with very high efficiency1 , but the possibility to store small quantity of energy, at
low cost, is still an appealing feature for energy self consumption: home photovoltic systems
may be used for both self consumption and for grid support; the requirements would be a trade
off between the two characteristics.[2, 16, 8, 31, 6].
The Solution
In order to address the above depicted scenario, all main choices have been explored, among
the energy storage systems commercially available, altogether with the recent advancements in
the research panorama. Electrochemical batteries seems to be the best choice from the point
of view of price, safety, and performances, while there are some degree on the choice of the
technology to be used.
Today, lithium-ion batteries are the mainstream choice for the few commercial device but the
perspective of a lithium-based technology on a larger scale raises issues about its sustainability.
It seems a dangerous option for both environmental safety, linked with lithium ion battery
materials, and for the possible shortage of those materials in the next decades[16, 24]. The
attention of researchers on the sodium-ion battery raised altogether with the awareness of
possible problems, in the future, with lithium-ion; a sharp increase in publications testify this
trend (figure 1.1).
The similarities among the two technologies permit a smooth shift of paradigm, but some

Figure 1.1: Growth in the number of publications about sodium-ion batteries between 2001 and 2016. Taken from [36]

drawbacks linked with sodium ions, require more advance designs to keep the pace with lithiumion, in this early phase of development and keep high the interest in the technology. The usage
of different nanostructures has been investigated and it seems the right path to pursue to reduce
the gap[39, 32]. The proposal of this thesis is then to develop a process flow to investigate the
production and the performances of carbon nanostructures (Carbon-Nano-Fibres or CNFs). To
1

From this requirement one can argue that super-capacitor are the best choice
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test the structure, sodium-vanadium-phosphate nanoparticles, one of the possible choices for
sodium-ion battery, have been synthesized.
The focus of the work is then the controllability of the production process, in order to obtain
reproducible devices and to clearly link the electrochemical performances with the nanostructure
properties. In a second phase, the nanostructures are tested with different materials to study
the performances variation, compared to standard process, and to assess the average effect of
the structure on electrochemical cells.

1.1.2

Experimental Deliveries

During those six months a workflow has been designed in order to get all the results needed to
support the thesis. The first work-block concerns the design of a lean and scalable production
line for the samples. In particularly, electro-spinning technique has been chosen: this techniques
is employed in the textile market and it is and extremely simple and effective one. During the
production, different microscopy and spectroscopy techniques are used for material characterization and to assess the effect of variation of the process on the samples properties: SEM, XRD,
FTIR. Optimization of the different process phases is a fundamental step, which allows both
to take over control of the process and to verify the effectiveness of the chosen characterization
techniques.

The second block is about the nanostructure itself and the effects on the electrochemical
performances. The characterization is still the main tool, during the production process, to
link the electrochemical performances with physical and morphological characteristics of the
nanostructure. The effects resulting from the nanostructure have to be separated from the ones
linked with the active material. The validation of the literature results, with electrochemical
testing, is the first step for which cyclic voltammetry, impedance spectroscopy, and galvanostatic
cycling are the most important techniques to be used.

1.2

Stationary Energy Storage Systems

Energy storage systems are widespread in our everyday life: each time we switch on our mobile
phone or we use a remote controller we rely on them; every car is equipped with a battery and the
major part of technological gadgets, our life is full of, exist thanks to small energy storage devices
(the batteries). All this examples are taken from the portable energy storage devices world,
where the electrochemical batteries are the major player. Less obvious and more differentiated is
the stationary storage, where the hydro-pumped systems (dams) are the mainstream option but
3
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a dozen of different technologies are exploited. While the former examples of energy storage have
a clear application, the latter, because devoted to more technical aspects of energy distribution,
have more obscure ones. An example is the energy accumulated in water as potential energy in
a dam; this process is quite slow and the best application is shifting a certain amount of energy
from the time span it is produced to the time span it is needed: for example the energy produced
during the day but needed to light the houses after fall. Here the energy storage device acts as a
buffer, to better exploit the existing energy production. Mechanical systems (spinning wheels)
and battery have much faster response and are used for high frequency applications linked to
local variation of production/demand during short time spans. Also the optimization of the
load, to increase energy transport efficiency, requires the usage of capacitors or batteries.
In the last decades, with the introduction of renewable energy, stationary storage systems are
growing in importance, and in particular the ones which can cope with the fast variations of
wind and solar power implants. Different solutions are available: flow batteries, electrochemical
batteries; hydrogen cells. The most critical point is the profitability of those systems, which are
usually very expensive and it takes decades to pay off the investment[24]. In this framework,
the ion batteries price is expected to lower, due to mass production of lithium ion batteries for
automotive application, and may become the best option to be integrated in a renewable energy
production site.
The remainder of this section is devoted to clarify the main concepts behind stationary storage,
with a top down approach, starting with storage systems down to choice of materials.

1.2.1

Energy Storage Devices: a System Perspective

The macro area of this work is the energy production and distribution on power grids. Those

Figure 1.2: Examples of Potential Storage Applications on the Electricity Grid from [11]

huge infrastructures are used to distribute, optimize and control the electrical energy all around
countries. In figure 1.2 a schematic representation of a power grid, with a list of the possible
4
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applications of energy storage, is reported.
As capacitors are essential for power lines in circuits, storage elements have the very same role for
the power lines of a country. They are used to increase control and reliability of line. The right
sizing and adequate control leads to huge improvements of the line efficiency (line matching)
which results in an economic return for energy producers. In the past years, stationary energy
storage was a matter of big companies only, while today, with the spread among privates of
energy production (wind and solar power), the demand of smaller, cheaper and more flexible
storage devices is rising.
Before focusing on the different storage technology, it is important to explore in more details the
storage devices present in the grid. Those systems are far more complex than batteries in mobile
phones or cars, because to big implants is related an high risk2 which must be carefully managed.
The very same connections to the main grid require robust power electronics components and
adequate control systems, while to connect a phone battery to the grid a small charger is enough.
In figure 1.3 an example of a stationary storage system with all its components is reported.

Figure 1.3: Schematic of stationary energy storage device, Taken from [13].

Storage Element
The storage element determines under which form the electrical energy is stored before being
used. Usually this element interfaces with the system through a transduction mechanism, which
converts the energy back into current and voltage. In hydro-pumped systems, water is stored
as potential energy in water and turbines are used to convert potential energy back and forth
to electrical energy; In flywheels the energy is stored as kinetic energy, while in gas storage as
pressure of the stored gas; molten salt systems store energy in form of heat.
2

Explosion or dysfunction of mobile phone batteries is relatively harmless compared to implants failure
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Energy Management System (EMS)
The storage element status and interaction with the systems are controlled my means of automatic control systems. By monitoring the status of the storage, the performance can be
optimize: increase the lifetime of the device and its efficiency. In order to accomplish those
tasks the EMS need a reliable mathematical model, from which the status of the device can be
assessed, by measuring simple quantities3 . Batteries, which are rather complex systems and are
particularly sensitive, need complex and expensive EMS to ensure proper working conditions.
Thermal Management Systems (TMS)
While routine controls and optimization are carried on by the EMS, a dedicated system is design to cope with the safety of the storage element. In particular, chemical and electrochemical
storage systems performances are critically influenced by temperature: wrong working temperature results in poor performances or even in the system breakdown. Hence the TMS is a key
element in any device and may account for a large part of the weight and cost.
Power electronics
The major part of the power electronics is used to connect the storage element to the grid:
AC/DC conversion, grid connector, transformer. Those components are usually bulky because
large currents pass through them during grid-storage interactions. An accurate design and
sizing is required not to waste power. A good battery with bad power electronics is the same
as a bad battery.

1.2.2

Storage Technologies and Applications

The center of the present work is the storage element while the other parts will not be discussed
in more details. Notwithstanding the control part, the case and the interface with the external
word have to remain as ghosts in our minds. Their existence and impact on the overall device
must be kept in mind, and consideration about their size and complexity should be done as
soon as in the early stage of development of a device.
The possible choices for stationary energy storage are presented below. It has to be noticed
that all those technologies imply the storage element to be somehow rechargeable, while in the
portable energy storage both rechargeable and not-rechargeable elements are encountered. The
main reason is the necessity to payback large investments, resulting in long term life of the
device as an initial constrain. A second reason can be found in the typical applications, which
3

Velocity of the wheel, water in the dam, voltage of the battery.
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usually use the storage element as buffer, which, implicitly, must be able to both store and
provide energy.
Pumped Hydroelectric Storage (PHS)
PHS is by far the most mature and exploited of all storage technologies: 96% (176 GW h in
2017) of the total storage capacity[16]. The principle is the management of a large quantity of
energy under the form of gravitational energy in the water of dams. The energy is stored by
pumping the water from a lower reservoir to an higher reservoir, using energy from the grid. The
stored energy is proportional to the volume of water and to the height between the high and the
lower reservoir. PHSs are characterized by very low self discharge rate (i.e. the energy stored
is available after hours of idle operation without losses). The cost of storage is also relatively
cheap compared with other systems, hence the best application is energy shifting: energy is
stored during peak production and released during peak consumption. The main drawback of
this technology is the necessity of particular topographic sites[16, 10].
Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)
With this technology energy is stored as compressed air in underground caverns or tanks; to
store and release energy, turbines are used as in PHS. The dimension of the cavern and the
pressure of the air, altogether with its temperature, determine the amount of stored energy. As
for PHS the main advantage is a good retention over several hours and are therefore used for
energy shifting. Once again the availability of caverns is a constrain to realize big and cheap
systems[16, 10].
Flywheel Energy Storage
The rotation of a big mass is used to store energy in form of rotational inertia. By accelerating
or breaking it with and electric engine, energy can be added or drained from the storage.
The available energy depends on the weight and the speed of the mass, while retention is
critically influenced by friction. Flywheels have fast charge/discharge capability, good life cycle
and fast response. Those characteristics make this technology particularly suited for shortterm, fast response applications like frequency regulation and power buffering. Their critical
point is safety: insufficient protection and poor design may lead to damage to the surrounding
environment[16, 10].
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Electrochemical Energy Storage (ECS)
ECS is based on reduction and oxidation reactions taking place in an electrochemical cell. The

Figure 1.4: Schematic of an electrochemical cell. Taken from [10]

cell is composed of two electrodes (anode and cathode) where the two chemical reactions occur
(figure 1.4), usually requiring some chemical species to travel between the two electrodes(e.g.
ions). At the same times a conductive path must be established to allow electrons to be provided
at one electrode and drained from the other.
The energy is stored in chemical form: change in the chemical bonds, phase transition, and
alloying during reaction. Batteries and flow batteries are the two main families and both exploit

Figure 1.5: Schematic of a flow batery. Taken from [10]

redox reactions. The main difference is the storage mechanism of the active material: in batteries, it is stored in the very same electrode where the reaction takes place; in flow batteries,
dedicated tanks store the active material in form of a solution, as shown in figure 1.5. Flow bat8
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teries have more complex architectures and hence higher costs but, at the same time, they are
safer and have better life cycle compared to batteries[16, 10]. Another interesting advantage of
flow batteries is the possibility to tailor, independently, power (dimension of the reaction zone)
and energy (dimension of the tanks) performances. Self consumption is an exclusive field of
battery, thanks to small dimension and cost[16, 6, 24]. Peaks shaving and power quality can
be addressed using electrochemical storage but is the frequency regulation application where
the major part of batteries are exploited: 50% (0.95 GW h in 2017) of the total ECS storage
capacity is used for frequency regulation and the dominant technology is lithium-ion (59 %)[16].

Chemical Energy Storage
Chemical Energy Storage is represented by super-capacitors, which are, from the structure
point of view, extremely close to batteries, except for the fact that no reaction takes place at
the electrodes (figure 1.6). The energy is stored in the electrical double layer (EDL) which builds

Figure 1.6: Schematic of a Supercapacitor. Taken from [10]

up at the interface between the electrode and the electrolyte4 . When the electrode is positively
charged negative ions accumulate near the interface (inner Helmholtz plane) and may interact
with the metal. A second layer (outer Helmholtz plane), of non interacting ions, is formed near
the inner plane. A diffusion layer connects the two layers with the bulk electrolyte[41]. In figure
1.7 the double layer is schematically depicted under different electrode polarization conditions.
This structure results in a capacity which is proportional to the surface area of the electrodes.
Super-capacitors show long cycle life and high power capability but lack of energy content and
cannot store energy for more then some hours (high self discharge)[16, 10].
4

Similar to the diffusion capacitance which forms at a metal-semiconductor junction.
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Figure 1.7: Formation of the electrical double layer: a) positive polarized electrode with anions interacting with the metal.
Because the adsorbed ions are not enough to compensate for the charge on the metal, the outer plane and the diffusion
layer are made of anions too. b) positive polarized electrode but no possible interaction between cations and metal: empty
inner plane. c) positive polarized electrode with charge compensation due to high anions adsorption at the metal surface.
The outer plane and the diffusion layer are made of cations. Taken from [41]

Thermal Energy Storage (TES)
The energy is stored in form of heat of a medium; three different storage medium can be
defined: sensitive heat media, latent heat media, and chemical heat media. In sensitive heat
media the heat is stored as a difference of temperature between two media and it is the most
used technology for TES. For example in solar field, where steam is produced, a sensitive heat
medium is used to guarantee a certain inertia to the steam turbine and to prevent sudden power
drop due to weather variations. Latent heat media exploit the phase transitions (solid-liquidgas) of a material to provide/absorb heat at constant temperature. In chemical heat storage the
heat is produced as by-product of an exothermic reversible reaction. which can absorb back the
heat, as an endothermic one. Among thermal storage, molten salt technology is the dominant
one in commercial applications, followed by water-based ones (ice, hot water). Those systems
are characterized by a simple working principle but the cost is quite high and the self discharge
dependent on the isolation of the medium with respect to the external environment[16, 10].
Hydrogen-Based Energy Storage
Hydrogen storage relies on the reaction of water hydrolysis:
2 H2 + O2 ←−→ 2 H2 O
The reaction can be split into two components, one at anode and the other at cathode:
4 H2 ←−→ 4 H – + 4 e – (anode)

2 O2 + 4 H+ + 4 e – ←−→ 2 H2 O (cathode)
The device is composed by a chemical cell and a tank for hydrogen or water. If the cell is used
to produce hydrogen from water it is called electrolyzer, while for the reverse reaction it is called
10
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fuel cell. The hydrogen, once it is produced, can be easily stored for long period of time but
the efficiency at room temperature of the device is about 65%. Because the process is a two
steps one, the overall efficiency of electrolyzer and fuel cell is about 42%, which is the major
limitation for this technology. Safety is of course an important issue with hydrogen, which is
highly flammable[16, 10].

1.2.3

Market and Resources Analysis (2030)

As a conclusion of this section the market analysis for stationary storage till 2030 is presented.
The Market analysis forecasts an expansion of the BES total installed power linked to the
diffusion of private photovoltaic (PV) systems for self consumption. The diffusion of this systems
will be boosted by both single country policy for decarbonization and falling price of the PV
systems and associated storage systems5 . The demand for private systems can be targeted only
with small and cheap devices, hence the only possible choice is ECS. All the other systems
require too large installation costs, safety measurements and space, to be appealing for a single
family.
In this framework, the choice of lithium-ion batteries, which today dominate the market, seems
the obvious one, both to exploit the already mature technology and the existing industrial
plants. It is to justify of choice of a shift of paradigm, from lithium-ion to sodium-ion, that an
analysis of the available resources and the quantity needed to cope with the forecast demand is
proposed. The possible problems linked with the shortage of precursors and a price rising for
lithium technology are the main stimuli to research a viable alternative.[16, 6, 24]
Growth Rate for Demand
The energy storage capacity in the planet is estimate to grow from 4.68 TW h in 2017 to 6.627.82 TW h. If a doubling of the share of renewables is hypothesize,

6

the increase will be up to

11.89-15.27TW h. The leadership of PHS will not be jeopardize but may fall from 96% to only
88%-83%7 by 2030. BES will experience an expansion from 11 GW h in 2017 to 100-167 GW h
in 2030. The doubling case is particularly favourable for BES, which may grow up to 181421GW h. The private sector will lead the expansion, with 78 to 197 GW h of capacity increase
in the doubling case. Utility scale increase is estimate to be about 35-65 GW h in the standard
scenario and up to 71-177GW h in the doubling case[16]. Summing up (figure 1.8), BES will
5

Tesla Power Wall is an example of this tendency of selling both PVs and storage systems
The hypothesis assumes the renewable energy production to double its contribution compared to 2017. This
technology intrinsically requires more storage capacity with respect to fossil fuels.
7
In the doubling case, due to the nature of renewable, which requires other types of storage, the share of PHS
will fall to only 51%-45%
6
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experience an expansion between 89 to 411GW h in worst and best case scenario. With those
data it is possible to analyse lithium-ion and its precursors with a critical approach.
Lithium and Precursors
In order to analyze the precursors of lithium-ion batteries, focus has been shrinked to the top
three technologies available, today: Lithium Cobalt Oxide (LiCoO2), Lithium Manganese Oxide
(LiMn2O4), and Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide (LiNiMnCoO2)[40]. All three refer
to Cathode materials, while the anode is graphite for all of them. In table 1.1 a summary for
each material is provided: the energy per kilo (W h kg−1 Wh/Kg), the precursors and the kgs
of precursors to obtain 1 kg of active material. Among the three, LCO is the most used in
Active Material
LiCoO2

LiM n2 O4

LiN iM nCoO2

W h kg−1 (commercial)
240

Precursor

kg

LiCO2
Co

0.88
0.6

LiCO2
M nO

0.5
0.95

LiCO2
Co
M nO
N iO

0.3
0.2
0.3
0.25

150

220

Table 1.1: Materials for lithium ion batteries

commercial devices8 but also the worst one, from the point of view of precursors sustainability.
LMO is the best one because it does not contains cobalt, but is also the one which requires
more lithium. NMO is in between the two. For each GW h the amount of Li required varies
from 1360 to 3660 Tons, while of cobalt from 910 to 2500 Tons.
The world reservoirs of the two elements are reported to be about 15 milions of Tons for Li [38]
8

Mobile phones

Figure 1.8: Estimated growth of BES per sector 2017-2030. Taken from [16].
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and 5 millions of Tons for Cobalt[37].
Sodium and Precursors
Sodium-ion based commercial devices start to appear on the market during the last years, but
no mainstream technology has been established, while lots of promising materials are at the
prototyping level[39, 32]. In the following table some of the most promising cathode materials
are reported. Hard carbon is assumed as anode material to normalize the power density and for
a faster comparison with the lithium-ion table. Even if the reported capacities per Kg seem to
be higher with respect to lithium, it has to be considered how the values reported in papers vary
a lot among works and tend to be best case capacities. The ”paper values” for the same lithium
material reported above are about 2 times higher then the commercial device one. The stability
of the reported materials is also quite poor, compared to commercial devices. Notwithstanding
the comparison aims to be more on the material abundance then on performances. It comes out
Active Material
N a2 M nP2 O7
N a2 (V O)P2 O7
N a2 F eP O4
N a3 V2 (P O4 )3

N aT i2 (P O4 )3
N aCrO2
N a2 C2 O 6
N a 4 C 8 H2 O 6
N aM nO2
N a2F e(SO4)3
N a2/3 (N i1/3 M n2/3 )O2

Wh/Kg (paper work)
220
250
200
320

Precursors

Kg

N a2 CO3
NH4VO3

0.35
0.51

190
300
700
230
450
280
450

Ref.
[20]
[5]
[4]
[46]

[46]
[45]
[19]
[44]
[7]
[3]
[23]

Table 1.2: Materials for sodium ion batteries

the critical materials to be vanadium and titanium, for which the reservoirs are more than 60
millions of tons each [34, 15, 26, 25]. All other materials may be considered almost unlimited.9
Considerations
All the figures to justify the choice of sodium technology over the lithium one are now available.
To answer the forecast growth of about 200 GW h over the next decade, about 4 millions of
Tons of lithium and cobalt are needed; it means about 80% of the cobalt reservoirs and 27% of
the lithium one.10
On the sodium side the same volume is relatively small (5-10% of the available reserve)
and hence there is no risk linked to resources shortage in the next decades. Another point is
the distribution of each resource. Analysing the provided references, one can observe lithium
9

For chromium and sodium the reservoirs are hundreds of millions of tons[14]
The availability of reservoirs does not mean that the extraction rate will rise fast enough to permit their
exploitation
10
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and cobalt production to be localized in few countries (China, Congo, Chile) while sodium and
vanadium are much more distributed around the world.

1.3

Electrochemical Energy Storage Devices

A step backward is now necessary to present in details the batteries energy storage (BES). The
BES scenario may be divided into two main families: primary batteries or not-rechargeable and
secondary batteries or rechargeable .
It is important to distinguish from now on the word cell from the word battery. A cell is a system
composed by two working electrodes and electrolyte in between them; it is the building block
of a battery and it circuital element looks like a capacitor, reflecting the similarities between
the two. A battery may sometimes be made of a simple cell but that is rarely true: batteries
often comprise stacks of cells, a DC-DC converter, and control systems.
All secondary battery relies on a reversible reaction which is driven in one direction during
discharge and in the reverse direction during charge. The reactions can also been slit into two
parts, taking place at the two opposite electrodes: reduction at the cathode (positive electrode)
and oxidation at the anode (negative electrode).

1.3.1

Secondary Batteries

A summary of the major and most successful secondary cells and the exploited reactions is
presented below.
Lead-acid batteries
Lead acid batteries are the oldest and most used technology. Flooded lead-acid batteries have
been developed in the nineteen century and are composed of lead electrodes flooded with solution of sulphuric acid (H2 SO4 ). It is peculiar, compared to other secondary battery, how the
electrolyte has an active role and it is not just used as ions conductor. During discharge, lead
sulfate (P bSO4 ) is plated on both electrodes and it is consumed during charge. The overall
reaction is:
Pb(s) + PbO2 (s) + 2 H2 SO4 (aq) ←−→ 2 PbSO4 (s) + 2 H2 O(1)
Which can be divided into positive electrode reaction:
PbO2 (s) + 3 H+ (aq) + HSO4 – (aq) + 2 e – ←−→ PbSO4 (s) + 2 H2 O(l)
14
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And negative electrode reaction:
Pb(s) + HSO4 – (aq) + 2 e – ←−→ PbSO4 (s)+ H+ + 2 e –
In the common lead acid batteries the electrolyte is a liquid which ”floods” the lead plates,
but because of the gas formation (oxygen and hydrogen) during reaction, the batteries have
to be vented to avoid pressure increase. As side effect the electrolyte evaporates and the life
time of the batteries is reduced. The technology evolved with the valve-regulated lead-acid
batteries,which are sealed by a valve; this valve is provided in order to avoid pressure to exceed
a safety threshold. In this cell the oxygen is reduced back to water and the pressure increase
does not cumulate during cycling but it reaches a peak at the end of each cycle. The main
advantage of this technology is the low cost, due to maturity of the production process and
mass production for automotive applications.
Alkaline Batteries
Cadmium-nickel oxide and metal hydride-nickel oxide cells are the two main technologies present
in the alkaline batteries technology. The reaction in Cadmium-nickel oxide cells is the following:
Cd(s) + 2 NiO(OH)(s) + 2 H2 O(1) ←−→ Cd(OH)2 (s) + 2 Ni(OH)2 (s)
With the positive semi-reaction
NiO(OH)(s) + H2 O(1) + e – ←−→ Ni(OH)2 (s) + OH – (aq)
And negative one
Cd(s) + 2 OH – (aq) ←−→ Cd(OH)2 (s) + 2 e –
Those kind of cells can either be vented or sealed and were very popular before the introduction
of the sealed hydride-nickel oxide cells. The hydride-nickel oxide cells exploit the same reaction
at the positive electrode while at the negative one a metal is used to form an alloy with the
hydrogen:
M(s) + H2 O1 ) + e – ←−→ MH(s) + OH – (aq)
This technology has much more capacity compared with lead acid and is far safer. This is why
it has been the preferred choice for portable application. It is not cheaper than lead acid but is
anyway cheaper than the far more advanced lithium-ion technology.
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Lithium Ion Batteries
All the batteries so far presented uses an aqueous solution as electrolyte which implies some sort
of complication due to gas formation during reaction. The main solution, with the sealed cell, is
the incorporation the water hydrolysis in the cell chemistry, in order to revert the effect during
the cycling. With lithium-ion water is replaced by organic electrolytes, which can withstand
high voltage without producing volatile by-product. The result is much more powerful batteries
and a simpler technology. The electrolyte shuttles the ions between the two electrodes and two
insertion compounds are used to intercalate and de-intercalate them. The following reaction
takes place:
Lix Cn Dm + Az By ←−→ Cn Dm + Lix Az By
The name of this system is ”rocking-chair” because of the motion of ions back and forth the two
electrodes. A typical example is the lithium-cobalt-oxide cathode and graphite anode couple:
LiC6 (s) + CoO2 (s) ←−→ C6 (s) + LiCoO2 (s)
In the next chapter the physics behind ion-intercalation compounds will be presented in details;
while the main parameters used to compare different technology and to model the behaviour of
a secondary cell are presented below.

1.3.2

Model and Parameters

People coming from and electrical background are used to looking at batteries as independent
voltage sources. The highest non-ideality is a series resistance, which accounts for a voltage
drop when connected to a load. A much more realistic model is a controlled voltage generator
V (SOB) in series with a resistor Rs(SOB) (figure 1.9). Where SOB, the state of battery, is
the Pandora’s box where all the issue have been hidden into.
+
R0+Rs(SOB t)

+
−

V(SOB t)

Figure 1.9: The battery model
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Because the SOB is a function of different variables, included the previous history of the
battery, it is worthy to spend some times on the parameters which are used in literature to talk
about batteries and get a clearer picture.
Open Circuit Voltage (OCV)
Open circuit voltage (OCV) is defined as the voltage measured in between the positive and
negative terminal of when no load is present. It is equal to the voltage V of the ideal generator.
Close Circuit Voltage (CCV)
On the other side, when a load is connectedthe Close circuit voltage (CCV) is defined, which
depends on the load. Both OCV and CCV depend also on the previous history of the battery.
The voltage is almost the only parameter which can be directly measured with a certain precision
during the operation of a battery. All other parameters has to be estimate from its variation in
time.
Capacity (Q)
The Capacity (Q) is define as the sum of current which flows through the battery before the
CCV reaches a fixed threshold Vmin and is measured in A h or mA h:
Q=

Z

t̄

I(τ )dτ
0

t̄ | CCV (t̄) = Vmin

State of Charge (SOC)
State of charge (SOC) can be expressed as the battery capacity Q minus the charge removed
from the battery at the time t, divided by Q or, expressed as a function of the current I(t):

SOC(t) =

Q−

Rt

I(τ )dτ
Q

0

It is unit-less and varies between 1 and 0. The state of battery, and hence the voltage and the
series resistance, are function of the state of charge and its history: certain technologies face a
performances drop if the SOC reach too low or too high value11 .
11

See Depth of Discharge
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Depth of Discharge (DOD)
Related to the SOC can be defined the Depth of Discharge (DOD) which is the complementary of
the minimum (with respect of time) SOC which the battery reaches during its cycling (DOD =
100%−min{SOC}). If the battery is not discharged completely the DOD will be lower than 100.
This is usually done with lots in technologies because the full discharge results in a degradation
of performances over time. As an example the different life cycle of lead-acid batteries with
respect to DOD is reported in figure 1.10.

Figure 1.10: Maximum number of cycles of lead acid battery at different DOD. Taken from [9].

Nominal Capacity (Cr )
Nominal capacity (Cr ) is the capacity of the battery under a certain nominal condition: fixed
load, room temperature, etc. . Every time the battery is operated outside the nominal operation
conditions the actual capacity Q and the Nominal capacity may differ of even an order of
magnitude (for extreme operation conditions). This is due to the nature of V(SOB): the capacity
is defined as the integral between two values of V(SOB), which shape changes at different
operation conditions, leading to differences in the calculated capacity, as shown in figure 1.11.
12

Nominal capacity is measured at room temperature, at low discharge current, and at the

beginning of the history of the battery; same measurement conditions but different history
(e.g. different DOD) lead to different measured capacity. Nominal Capacity is somehow the
maximum capacity the battery can provide, if operated at best conditions.
Current Rating (C-rate)
Current rating or C-rate is a way of expressing the current with respect to Nominal capacity.
Given a current, which is flowing across the battery, it ca be written as the nominal capacity
12
Temperature and current at which the battery is discharged influence the SOB and hence the measured
capacity
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multiplied by a constant, having the unit of h-1 . For example if a battery has a nominal capacity
of 2 A h and a current of 4 A is flowing:
I = m · Cr
In this example m is equal to 2h−1 and the C-rate has the same value of m but expressed in
Ampere; is equivalent to say 4 A or 2C of current. Another way of looking at the C-rate, is
to keep the time unit and to interpret it as the time it takes to discharge the battery at that
current level: 2C is the current which fully discharge the nominal capacity in half an hour; 0.5C
is the current which fully discharge it in 2 hours, and so on.
It is worth spending some more time on the concept of Nominal capacity and C-rate. The
Nominal capacity is often considered to be the capacity at low C-rate as mentioned before; that
is to say, the capacity when the cell is not under stress. When someone claims to have found a
material with an high capacity he or she is usually speaking about maximum capacity at low Crate. This figure-of-merit was good for mobile phones and PCs because the current consumption
was carefully controlled (C-rate from 0.2 to 0.1). If the paradigm shifts from portable devices
to stationary power storage, spikes of current are expected, linked with production variation,
and current up to 10C or 100C may flow with unpredictable effects. At this condition there are
no guarantees that the low-C performances reflect the actual ones.

Internal Resistance
The internal resistance models the voltage drop, proportional to the current which flows in the
battery and is represented by R in the model. It is an important parameter to assess if a battery
is suited for high C-rate applications. It easy to imagine a big R results in a big voltage drop

Figure 1.11: Discharge voltage profiles at different discharge currents; on the x axis the corresponding capacitance calculated
by time integration. Taken from [9].
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and even if V(SOC) is bigger than Vmin , CCV may be smaller and no current can flow at the
appropriate voltage. The battery is a voltage source, not a current source, and even if a current
may always flow, that may happen at the wrong voltage.

Energy-to-Power Ratio (E/G))
Energy-to-Power ratio is the relationship between the energy and power of a device and is
expressed in kW h kW−1 . If the ratio is higher than one, the device is best suited for applications
which require high energy devices; a ratio less then one indicate a device with high power
performances. PHS are an example of high E/P ratio, because are usually used to store energy,
to enhance frequency response the instantaneous power provided is important and devices with
smaller E/P ratio are a common choice.
Efficiency (Energy and Power)
When charging a battery, it happens that more amperes or more watts has to be provided then
the one obtained back when discharging the battery. Two types of efficiency can be defined:
Ampere-hour efficiency
ηAh =

Available Capacity in Ah
Required Charge Input in Ah

and Watt-hour efficiency
ηW h =

Available Energy in W h
Required Input in W h

For stationary applications or for big storage systems, those parameters are particularly important for the tailoring of the thermal management system. A low efficiency does not only means
waste of energy, but also heat production. If, during operation, lots of heat is produced (low
efficiency) the resulting device will be more expensive due to more complex TMS.
Volumetric and Gravimetric Density
In order to compare different technologies, the capacity or the power (capacity times average
discharge voltage) the battery provides are normalized with the total weight or volume. The
four parameters obtained are:
V olumetric Energy Density =

Available Capacity (Ah)
V olume (cm3 )

Gravimetric Energy Density =

Available Capacity (Ah)
W eight (Kg)
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V olumetric P ower Density =
GravimetricP owerDensity =

Available Energy (W h)
V olume (cm3 )
Available Energy W h
W eight (Kg)

In the lab-perspective, it is the volume and the weight of the sole active material which makes
the difference, while in a real systems the management system and the case account for the
major part of the weight. This means that materials that differ a lot in terms of volumetric or
gravimetric energy or power density in a lab-experiments, may not lead to very different final
devices.
Voltage Profile
Last but not least V(SOB) as to be somehow defined. One may expect the voltage to be almost
constant during discharge or at least to be some kind of monotonic function of SOC in the
short period; unluckily none of the two is true: V(SOB), as shown in figure 1.12, is usually an
hysteretic function of SOC: charge plateau is slightly higher then discharge one, which results in
a not perfectly efficient13 . This is an important point, because lots of paper report the energy
efficiency, which is the ratio between capacity delivered during discharge and capacity provided
during charge. Because the voltage of a battery varies during cycling, this parameter is not
enough to assess the power efficiency of the battery.
SOB is influenced by temperature and previous history, which makes it rather complex to
estimate the SOC and the health of the battery. The complexity of the battery management
systems stems from the intrinsic complexity of the V curve altogether with the need of a fine
control on the batteries required in big systems.

Figure 1.12: Hysteresis of the battery voltage curve with respect to the SOC. Taken from [29].

13

The power required to charge the battery is bigger then the one provided during discharge
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1.3.3

Comparison of Performances

Now that lots of parameters are available, it is useful to compare different secondary battery
technologies with each other and with other storage technologies.
Ragone Plot
One of the most used tool for comparing storage technologies is the Ragone plot. On the X axis
the power density and on the Y axis the energy density are reported. In figure 1.13 a Ragone
plot to compare different secondary batteries with other storage technologies is presented. The
main piece of information to get from a Ragone plot is about the size of a storage system for
a given energy or power requirements. It is clear, at a first glance, that PHS is the bulky
one for both power and energy while lithium ion is the best one for balanced performances.
Super-capacitors are small if power is required, while a huge volume is necessary to obtain high
energy[10, pag 115 fig 4.12].

Figure 1.13: Ragone plot of different storage systems. Taken from [16].

Energy Efficiency
Because the efficiency is of paramount importance a plot where different storage technologies are
compared with respect to this parameter is proposed in figure 1.14. Ion batteries are the best
technology in terms of efficiency and hence is a promising candidate for the target application
of the present work. Sodium ion, due to the intrinsic similarity to lithium ion, is expected to
be able to reach the same efficiency.
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Figure 1.14: Efficiency of different storage systems compared. Taken from [10].

Figure 1.15: Unnormalized Ragone plot refers to actual application of each technology. Taken from [10]

Discharge Time
A variation of the Ragone plot, which uses the power and energy without normalization over
volume or weight, can be used to group storage technologies according to the discharge time.
Because the power and energy are not normalized, this plot is more about the actual performances of the device that can be build out from each technology(figure 1.15). PHS seems to be
the worst technology according to Ragone plot, while it is the one with the highest energy and
power rating in this second representation. It means that it is possible, both technologically
and economically, to build large systems using PHS.
Discharge time can also be directly plotted on the y axis as in figure 1.16. This second plot
conveys information about the purpose each technology is used for: the one like PHS, on the
right corner, are used for bulk energy storage, while the one which present themself on the left,
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are usually used in a small format, for quality service and other control applications.

Figure 1.16: Derived from the unnormalized ragone plot the power ratio vs discharge time is a convenient way to group
technologies by application. Taken from [16].

1.4

Sodium-ion Batteries Technology

The title of this work is a recipe to address the challenges of stationary storage systems. All
the considerations and parameters so far listed may be extended to all kind of electrochemical
storage device: electrochemical batteries, flow batteries, hydrogen cells. Notwithstanding it is
time to shrink the focus and, after a brief introduction to ion-based batteries, a state-the-art
review on sodium-ion battery and nanostructures is proposed.
Electrochemical cells store energy in changes in the chemical bonds of materials (metal alloy or
crystals) and redox is the tool to store or drain energy from the materials. In electrochemical
batteries the amount of energy which the device can store is fixed when the cell is assembled,
while in flow batteries and hydrogen cell the redox reaction site and the energy tank are two
different elements (the thank can be made bigger without any impact on the active element). In
electrochemical cells the red-ox reaction zone is also where ions are stored and this results in a
co-dependence between the power provided (linked to the redox mechanism and dynamics) and
the total energy (linked to the number of ions available for the reaction). The redox reaction
is what is called a surface phenomenon: it takes place at the interface between two phases (the
crystal and the electrolyte). The energy of ions in one phase is higher than in the other and
energy is released by the spontaneous transition from one phase to the other (during discharge).
This means that the power performances of the device are linked to the surface area of the
electrodes. On the other hand, the energy stored is proportional to the number of ions in the
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crystal, which increases with the volume. higher volume means higher energy but lower power
performances: relatively to the total energy stored. The main parameter is the time it takes to
deliver the energy stored to the load; one can easily imagine that the surface area to volume
ratio is directly linked to the energy to power ratio (E/G). What happens in bulky crystals is
that ions at the interface can react and release energy immediately, while ions in the bulk have
to wait for the other ions, nearer to the liquid phase, to react, before reacting themself.
A battery with bulk active material is characterized by an high E/P ratio and is most suited
for energy storage and control applications. The target of this work is to increase the power
performance and reduce the E/P, without decreasing the energy content. Different solutions
have been proposed in literature to address this issue: the growth of crystals with fractal morphology and matrices of supporting material with embedded nanocrystals are the mainstream.
Carbon nanofibres (CNFs) is one of the possible supporting structures with the advantage of
easy, cheap and tunable production process which can be implemented almost in any lab. The
main goal of producing nanoparticles of active material on a supporting matrix is to maximize
the area to volume ratio. Notwithstanding it is not enough to increase the area to volume ratio
but it is the interface area to volume ratio which determines the performances.14
Nowadays many researches focus on the synthesis of high area to volume ratio particles, but
then the cell is assembled with the commercial slurry technique which results in a compact
layer, and only the top surface is directly exposed to the electrolyte.
CNFs are a valuable option which is not directly linked with a particular material and then it
can be reused to enhance a wide range of materials; at the same time CNFs target also other
issues which are particular important: they stabilize the active material when subject to mechanical stress and provide conductive path from reaction zone to current collector.
In figure 1.17 three different typologies of electrode are shown: bulky active material with ”2D”
interface; nanostructured active material, with high surface area ”2D” interface; porous matrix
with embedded active material and ”3D” interface.

For what concerns the active material, sodium-vanadium-phosphate (NVP), used in the
present work to test the CNFs nanostructure, is not only one of the possible choice for sodium
ion battery cathode but is also one of the best one in terms of stability at high current rate.
The choice of this material avoids additional problems linked with material degradation in this
early stage of development and it permits to focus on the CNFs structure properties. It has
also been already tested with a structure of CNFs and hence it makes it possible a comparison
14

If the second phase (e.g. liquid) cannot reach uniformly the large area provided, the advantages of nano-size
or nanostructured particles may be lost
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Poly-anionic Compounds
Compared with layered oxides, poly-anionic compounds are characterized by strong covalent
bonds between poly-anions units of the form (XO4 )n− , where X is P, S or Si. Due to the strong
bonds the crystal structure is far more stable than the layered oxides one and hence a very
good mechanical stability and the absence of irreversible phase transition characterized those
kind of compounds. On the other hand those bonds result in low gravimetric and volumetric
energy density due to both the intrinsic density of the material and the necessity, due to low
conductivity, to used it in form of powders mixed with conductive carbon. The main usage is
then high power application. The most used ones are the so called NASICON structures with
the formula N ax M M ′ (XO4 )3 . Sodium-vanadium-phosphate (N a3 V2 (P O4 )3 ) is one of them.
NASICON means Na Super Ionic CONductor because those compounds show extremely high
ions conductivity. The latter is due to big channels in the crystal structure, which permit the
sodium to intercalate without any modification of the crystalline phase. High thermal stability
is another advantage of those materials.
Prussian Blue Analogues
The characteristic group of this family is [F e(CN )6 ] and the most common ones are in the
form N ax M [F e(CN )6 ] with M = Co, Ni, Fe, Ti, Cu. As in NASICON materials, Prussian
Blue Analogues (PBAs) are characterized by large channels in the crystal structure which
permit the reversible intercalation of Na ions. Notwithstanding, PBAs does not show a good
crystal stability during intercalation, due to irreversible phase transition; The hazard linked
with thermal degradation is another problem15 .

1.4.2

Nanostructured Electrodes

The most common technique used to obtain nanostructured electrodes are presented below. All
those techniques aim, primarily, to define a conductive path from nanocrystals to the metal
electrodes but they make it possible also the introduction of the concept of porous electrodes.
As it will be explained in the next chapter, commercial battery relies on a planar technology,
which result in a 2 dimensional interface between the electrodes and the electrolyte. With 3D
porous structure, like carbon matrices, the contact point between the liquid and the solid gains
one dimension, and a degree of freedom. Because the ions diffusion is much faster in the liquid
than in solid, the ions can easily access all the active material, directly from the electrolyte,
without any of solid diffusion process (which is slower). It means that the reaction is faster
15

Materials particularly sensitive to temperature result in complex thermal management system.
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(higher power) not only because the surface area is increased, but also because the physical
processes involved are faster (liquid diffusion/solid diffusion). The main drawback is a lower
volumetric energy density due to the void inside the support structure. Recalling the main
target of this thesis are stationary applications and high C-rate, porous structures seem to be
the optimal choice.
Nanoparticles Synthesis
The easiest way of increasing the surface area ratio of a material is by means of nanoparticles
synthesis. Hydrothermal procedure can be exploited for the direct synthesis of nanoparticles.
Because a conductive path between nanocrystals has to be established nanoparticles are usually
mixed with carbonaceous structures. A simple mixture of active material and amorphous carbon
is the basic idea, but lots of variations have been tested: coating of nanocrystals with carbon;
embedding the crystals into complex structures like graphite electrodes and carbon nanofibres.
[27, 35]
Carbon Nanofibres
In order to produce different supporting elements for the nanoparticles, the electro-spun carbonnanofibres, thanks to the flexibility of the production process, have been extensively used in
literature. Carbon nanofibers, as shown in figure 1.19, are a non-woven mat of carbon fibers
which can be used as support or even be directly produced with the active material embedded
into it[42, 47, 22]. The production process consists in spinning a continuous polymer fibre onto
a support and the superposition of different part of the fibre create a mat. The polymer is then
carbonized to form the conductive support.

Block Copolymers Matrices
Block copolymers is an alternative technique to electrospinning to produce carbon matrix for
active material support[48]. This technique exploits the self-assembly properties of a mixture
of two polymers. After the self-assembled nanostructure is formed and the two polymers solidified, one of the two is removed with chemical process while the other is carbonized.[28, 48, 21].

In the next chapter a detailed explanation of the working principles of the design used in this
work and the differences with the standard one are presented. Of particular interest, the ad28
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Figure 1.19: Carbon Nano-fibres SEM image.

vantages and potentialities are shown not to depend completely on the particular choice of
materials and precursors but to be linked with the physical understanding of the cell. This is
to say that the entire work can be transposed, without major changing, to different materials
and even to lithium-ion technology.

One of the biggest innovative contribution has been the implementation of the full production
chain for those type of devices, starting from scattered works which dealt with subsets of the
process. In the next chapter each part of the work is presented separately, and this is the
exact panorama to be found in literature. This way the reader will become familiar with the
multiplicity of different techniques used in the whole span of the project.
At the end of six months it is possible to assert that it an easy and fast way of development this
technology has been found, and it is worthy to continue the research on this path, to realize, as
soon as possible, a first sodium-ion battery prototype for stationary application.
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Chapter 2

Tools and Theoretical Background
In this second chapter the working principles of batteries are explored and the characterization techniques employed presented. The starting point is the rocking-chair principle, which
is behind commercial ion-based rechargeable battery, together with the electrode slurry and
calendering production techniques. It follows the introduction to electro-spinning and soaking,
as alternatives to the aforementioned techniques to produce electrodes.
The chapter precedes with a comprehensive analysis of the characterization techniques to study
and optimize the process, from precursors to final cell test. This chapter provides an overlook
of the project flow and deliveries which will be in deep presented in the third chapter.

2.1

Ion-Based Cells: Physics and Production

Ion-base cells exploit the rocking-chair principle, which permits stable and efficient charge and
discharge: two complementary phase transitions in the anode and cathode materials result in
a raising/lowering amount of a certain ion at the two electrodes. During charge the cathode
is depleted and anode is enriched of ions. If this reaction is thermodynamically unfavourable,
energy, in forms of current, is provided to accomplish it. Once the ions are promoted to an
higher energy state (associated to one phase of the materials), they can, theoretically, store the
energy for a very long time. When a conductive path is created, a reverse current flows and the
equilibrium phase forms back.
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Electrolyte
The electrolyte acts as a reservoir where free ions are available for reaction. The most common
electrolytes are solution of a salt (e.g. N aClO4 ); ions conductive polymer or a solid ion conductor are used too. The electrolyte is electrically neutral: for each cation (N a+ ) an anion is
present (ClO4− ).
The two half reactions take place at the two electrodes, and if no link between them were available an unbalance of ions would built up: at one electrode the ions are consumed while at the
other generated. The electrolyte permits to shuttle the ions generated at one electrode to the
others, to preserve the local electro-neutrality. The electrolyte must be electrically insulating
in order to force the electron flow outside of the cell. If it is highly resistive, but not insulating,
the cell experiences self discharge: between the two electrodes a potential difference builds up
and, if an internal conductive path is available, current flows. High resistance means a Small
self discharge current end hence a long retention time.
Another issue to be managed is the chemical stability of the electrolyte: as for the electrons a
single path is necessary to ensure a useful current flow, for the same reason, ions must react
through a single and controlled chemical reaction. The example of the water electrolysis in the
lead-acid cells is an example of a parasitic reaction. In ion-based batteries, the electrolyte can
reacts and forms composites with the ions, reducing the cell capacity: if the ions are used for
some side reaction they cannot be used for the sustain the current flow.
The next component to be analysed, the SEI, is usually something that naturally builds up as
a result of side reactions.
Solid Electrolyte Interface (SEI)
The interaction between the electrolyte and the electrodes may lead to unwanted side reactions.
An example is the formation of composite between organic electrolytes (used in lithium and
sodium-ion battery) and the carbon. The reaction consumes a certain amount of ions and hence
reduces the capacity of the cell. When the reaction by-products accumulate, a layer between the
electrode and the electrolyte (SEI) forms. Luckily this layer often results in a self passivation
of the electrodes, which prevents the parasitic reaction to consume all ions. Anyway, it is an
unpredictable element and an artificial SEI is often placed as third layer of the electrode. This
layer must permit ion diffusion and prevent the electrolyte one.
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Separator
Volumetric and gravimetric characteristics of a cell have already been introduced in the previous chapter. Because a good device has high value of those parameters unnecessary volume
and weight must be eliminated. In particular, the electrolyte, being a path for ions transport,
should be as thin as possible, to both speed up the transport and increase energy and power
density of the cell. Ideally, a gap of few tens of nanometres is enough but what if a pressure is
exerted from the outside on the cell? The two electrodes may touch, causing a short circuit. In
practice, a highly porous insulating layer is placed between the electrodes, and acts as a sponge
for the electrolyte. The two electrodes can be pushed one against the other to minimize the
space, without any risk of shorting the cell.

Reference Electrode
The last component is of particular interest in laboratory setup and only few commercial devices use it. The reference electrode is an additional electrode to be placed inside the cell; it
provides an extra point of measurement during characterization. Because through the two main
electrodes a current flows, ohmic drop causes change in measured voltage. It is also known that,
because reactions are taking place at the surface, the equilibrium concentration is perturbed
and Nerst equation is not valid any more, making it rather difficult to link the potential of
the two electrodes with the actual situation inside the cell. The reference electrode must be
design so that no reactions take place at its interface (stable with respect to the electrolyte and
the ions) and no current flow through it. It represent a reference point which does not change
during operation.
It is a fundamental element during measurement but it is usually not implemented in commercial device, due to extra cost and weight. Notwithstanding in stationary storage implants,
where big batteries are used, the introduction of a reference electrode does not impact so much
the final weight: if one small reference electrode results in better understanding of the status of
the battery, smaller control units are necessary and the overall system may even be lighter.

2.1.2

Thermodynamics of Cells

The understanding of physical mechanism, which drives the electrical force inside the cell, is of
paramount importance to improve the performances by means of materials and nanostructures.
This section is devoted to the analysis of the formalism behind the redox reaction; it permits
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to derive the theoretic potential difference of the cell, given the couples of anode and cathode
materials. Starting from this theoretical approach, it is possible to develop a physical model[46]
of the cell to be used in the characterization phase.2 [61, 19]
In order to shed light inside electrochemistry cell some useful quantities have to be introduced:
Chemical Potential
Let’s consider a system composed of multiples interacting chemical species. The energy U of
system is the sum of all the internal energies: kinetic energy linked with particles motion;
rotational and vibrational energy of each particle; the interaction energy between different
particles; energy linked with electrons at excited energy levels. What happens if one molecule is
added to the mixture? Of course the internal energy rises, due to both the energy linked with the
added particle (kinetic, vibrational, etc.) and the interaction of the others molecules with the
newcomer. The chemical potential (µi ) of the specie i is defined as the variation of the internal
energy, associated with the addition of molecules of that specie, while all other thermodynamic
parameters are kept constant: number of other molecules(nj ), volume (V), entropy (S).

µi =



δU
δni



V,S,nj=i

Gibbs Energy of Reaction
A chemical reaction where the quantities a,b,c of reactants A,B,C are combined to produce the
quantities x,y,z of products X,Y,Z is considered.
aA + bB + cC + ... −−→ xX + yY + zZ + ...
Because the chemical potential has been define as the energy added (or removed) from the
system when there is a change in the number of one species, the energy of a chemical reaction
can be determined by summing up the energy of products and remove the energy of reactants.
This quantity is called Gibbs energy of reaction (∆Greaction ).
∆Greaction =

X

products

ν i µi −

X

ν i µi

reactants

Where νi = a, b, c are the stoichiometric coefficients
2

This approach is particularly important during the research phase, while models used in control systems
are usually simple empirical one, like the one proposed in the previous chapter, easier to implement in microcontrollers[46]
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Electrochemistry and Potential Difference
So far so good but what if the species are charged ones? Stuffs get a little bit more complicate.
The species not only interact between each others, but also with electric field from and to the
outer of the system. This new contribution, called outer potential is added to the total energy
U 3 . Also at the interface, phenomena of polarization intervene to change the energy of the
phase and another contribution has to be considered in the final expression4 . Skipping to the
conclusion, an electrochemical potential µ̃i for each charge species i is defined, which account
also for electric field interaction. The electrochemical Gibbs energy of reaction ∆G̃ is define as
the sum and difference of the electrochemical potential of reactants and products.
Because the reaction is usually split into two different contributions: reduction and oxidation,
the Gibbs energy may be define as the sum of reduction and oxidation energy plus the net
addition/subtraction of n electrons:
∆G̃ = µ̃red − (nµ̃e− + µ̃ox )
In this expression electrons are explicitly exchanged during a reaction, from and to the system.
This is to say that electrons are needed to complete the reaction; because the system is neutral
they can only be found outside of the system. Let’s now imagine a couple of reactions, one which
takes electrons from the outside and the other which produces electrons. One can imagine to
take the electrons of the latter and bring them to the former. That is exactly what happens
when the two electrodes of a cell are connected. When the voltage between the two electrodes
is sensed, with a voltmeter, it is the sum of the ”forces” the two electrodes are exerting on the
outer world, to move electrons in or out of the system, that is measured.
It has to be noticed that the Gibbs energy can be easily turned into a voltage dividing it by the
Faraday constant F :
E=

∆G̃
F

As it will be explained soon, this voltage can be linked to the voltage measured at the end of a
cell but still some pieces are missing before coming to this conclusion.
Standard Hydrogen Electrode (SHE)
Let’s consider an electrode where the following reaction is taking place:
n
2 H2

−−→ nH+ + ne –

3
Following the previous reasoning the extra ion is brought to the system from an infinite distance; During its
trip, if charged, it interacts with electric fields
4
For a rigorous exposition see [19]
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It is the redox of hydrogen (H/H + ). The Gibbs energy of this reaction has been taken as
the zero of a scale: the standard electrode potential, to which all the others Gibbs energy can
be referred.
∆G̃H/H + = 0
Nerst Equation and Standard Redox Potential
In the 19th century an expression to link the concentration ([red],[ox]) of species in a redox
reaction and the potential measured at the end of the cell was discovered, it is called Nerst
equation:
E = E0 +



RT
[ox]
ln
nF
[red]

During the measurement no current flows in between the two electrodes. In order to set a scale
during the experiment, one electrode (reference) was kept fix while the other (working) was
changed to test different redox reactions. It was in that occasion that the hydrogen reaction
was taken as the reference one 5 . It was just years later that the quantity E 0 , called standard
redox potential was related to the Gibbs energy by the expression:
E0 = −

∆G̃
nF

Where n is the number of electrons exchanged during the reaction.
The standard redox potential is so called because it is measured at precise (standard) conditions
in term of temperature, Ph, etc. Under those same conditions, if the standard potential is
negative the reaction can spontaneously occur and positive if it can not.The products energy
is greater that the reactants one, which means that energy has to be provided from the outside.
As an example, the reduction of metallic sodium (N a/N a+ ) has a standard potential of −2.71,
and lithium of −3.0401, hence both of them occur at standard conditions.
Reaction in Sodium-ion cells
The typical reaction of the ion-based cell can be written as:
Nax Cn Dm + Az By ←−→ Cn Dm + Nax Az By
It can be split into two redox reactions
Nax Cn Dm ←−→ Cn Dm + xNa+ + xe –
Az By + xNa+ + xe – ←−→ Nax Az By
5

The reference electrode was metallic platinum.
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What happens if the two electrodes are electrically connected? the answer is not that the
systems is brought out of equilibrium but that the systems itself is changed. It is because the
systems is changed that the former condition is not any more an equilibrium one and electrons
and ions start to flow. The motion of electrons produces an unbalance in the rate of redox at
the two electrodes and the flow of ions is a consequence of it. Because the electrons accumulate
at one electrode while are depleted at the other, the reduction at one electrode does not find
enough electrons to keep the same frequency6 ; the oxidation, at the other electrode, sees far
more electrons than it was used to consume, and it is forced to increase its frequency. The
main difference between charge and discharge is the cause of the electrons unbalance: during
discharge the electrons are spontaneously drained from one electrode to the other; discharge is
the equilibrium condition of the connected system and hence nothing happens after it is reached:
the electrons unbalance is forced by current injection.
The reduction is predominant at positive electrode and the oxidation at the negative one.7 . The
condition is quite similar to the case of a potential imposed from the external because it is like
each of the two electrodes imposes its potential to the other.
The question to be answered now is: how the electrons and the ions actually reach the point
of reaction? So far reactions have been assumed to just take place but all the stuff must be at
their place (near enough) for it to actually happen. Let’s start with the electrons point of view
The Path of Electrons
It starts from the positive electrode, from which the electrons are drained. After the reaction
the electron is inside the active material, which is usually and insulator. The electron ”feels”
that a low energy states exist at the other electrode, and is pulled toward the current collector
by an electric field. This electric field is create by the others electrode which ”wants” more
electrons. At this point the electron has the maximum possible energy and using it in a circuit
guarantees the maximum power. Easier said than done because it is still in the active material.
Luckily enough a conductive material nearby can provide a easy (low resistance) path to the
current collector. But how to reach it? The electron can not but use part of its energy to
”jump” to the conductor from the active material, by means of tunnelling. From the outside
electron is seen to lose some energy; the tunnelling process is interpreted as a part of the internal
resistance. At this point, if the conductive path can directly bring the electron to the current
collector, no additional complexity is added, but if this is not the case, more tunnelling may
be necessary and more energy is lost. Of course the journey through the conductive path is
6
7

Frequency: number of single reactions per second.
during charge and discharge positive and negative electrode switch
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not completely painless because it has a certain resistance and some more energy will be lost
anyway. In particular, the contact between the active material slurry and the metallic current
collector is critical, and its evolution in time (detachment of the slurry) may lead to cell failure.
Once in the current collector, the electrons can be used; after that the process described is performed in the inverse direction, to reach the oxidation site where ions and electrons recombine.
The Path of Ions
At the same time the electron starts its journey, an ion is created inside the active material; it
feels the urgency to escape from it and to reach the other electrode. The first obstacle, if the
reaction takes place in the bulk of the active material, is the active material itself. The ion has
to diffuse in the solid, until he reaches the electrolyte. Usually ion diffusion in solid is much
slower than in liquid8 , and the time spent in the active material or other solid, is much longer
than the one spent elsewhere.
As the electron, the ion feels an electric field which imposes a drift in the direction of the other
electrode. Once it escapes the active material, it is rapidly attracted to the other electrode
where a second process of solid diffusion takes place. If the SEI is present the ions must diffuse
also through it.
What if the ion is not at its place when a new reaction must9 take place? the cell is forced
to use part of its internal energy to increase the electric field which attracts the ion, to make
it move faster. This way the actual Gibbs energy decreases (more energy is needed to create
the products) and the available potential is lowered. The potential loss associated with ions
diffusion is the second components of the internal resistance.
It is time to shed light on the mysterious V(SOB) introduced in the previous chapter.
V(SOB)
At open circuit, when the cell is charge, V(SOB) is VOC and is also the difference between the
Gibbs energy of reaction of the two electrodes. Of course if the conditions change (pH, temperature, etc.), the Gibbs energy changes too; the V(SOB) is hence a function of the internal
variables of the cell.
The very moment the discharge begins, SOB suddenly changes and a discontinuity in the voltage
is measured: current flows through the internal resistance, leading to a decrease of the voltage
from VOC to VCC. After that, the measured voltage gradually decreases as the resistance inFor lithium the diffusion in LCO is about 10−12 cm2 /S while in the electrolyte is about 105 cm2 /S [69, 30].
The verb ”must” here is important because the cell cannot decide IF a reaction takes place but only where
and at which cost in term of potential drop
8

9
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creases. The main reason of this latter increase is the shift of the reaction from low resistance
zones, which corresponds to the most favourable points and hence the first one to react, to
higher resistance zones[65]. The change of V can be linked to the SOC: high SOC correspond to
low resistance and vice versa. It has to be noticed that the resistance does not actually increase
but simply it is ”measured” at different places

10 .

What actually changes the resistance is the formation of SEI, which permanently increases
the resistance linked with ion diffusion. Other phenomena of internal degradation may occur:
during ion extraction the material may experience mechanical stress and detach from the conductive path (the tunnelling length is increased); the contact between the current collector and
the slurry of active material may deteriorate; the electrolyte may decompose leading to slower
ion diffusion in liquid. All this phenomena are peculiar of the material under analysis and must
be assessed separately, each time a new cell is designed.

Performances
As final step, it is possible to draw connections between the physical principles and the performances of a cell. For example the power performances of a battery are linked both to the
voltage and the internal resistance of the device. The former depends mainly on the choice of
material while the latter to the diffusion process of ions and the conductive path of electrons.
The dependence of the capacity to the C-rate can also be appreciate: The capacity is a derived
quantity, measured between two points of the V(SOC) curve; when an high current flows in the
cell, more and more energy is wasted to drive faster the chemical process inside the cell. In
particular, some reaction points, which at low C-rate correspond to a voltage drop inside the
integration extreme, at higher current may be considered at too low voltage. In figure 2.3 this
situation is depicted. The measurement is stopped before the full capacity is measured, because
part of it is extracted at a voltage which is considered too low to power the device.

2.1.3

Slurry Electrodes

It is now necessary to present the classical production process used for commercial batteries[57,
24, 38, 51] and understand which kind of structures can be obtain with it, in order to justify
the choice of a different process.

10

Those consideration will be extremely useful when analysing CNFs structures
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of one electrode.
Limitations
The slurry is pressed to increase the contact between the active material and the collector,
during the calendering step. As side effect the pressure decreases the porosity of the slurry.
The resulting uniform and dense layer of active material, binder, and carbon deposited on the
metal foil is difficult for the electrolyte to wet. As a result the soaking phase with electrolyte is
the bottleneck of the process; it is aslo difficult to ensure a good wetting for the whole surface
of active material[51, 52]. The effect of poor wetting of the active material near the electrodes
lead to poor capacity at high C-rate. In particular the problem has been studied and addressed
for lithium-ion batteries with different approaches like laser microstructuring of electrodes[2,
51, 22].
The whole problem becomes critical when the slurry get thicker. In particular, one cannot
increase the thickness of the slurry, in order to increase the total energy content of the cell,
without decreasing the capacity at high C-rate[12, 53, 54]: The deeper part of the slurry is
reached by few electrolyte or not reached at all; because of the high voltage drop necessary
to increase the ion motion it cannot be used at high current. In order to reach thicknesses of
hundreds of microns nanostructured electrodes must be employed[2, 56, 68].

2.1.4

Porous Electrodes Theory

For a more quantitative analysis of the influence of porosity and wetting of the electrode on
the electrochemical performances, the porous electrodes theory is one of the most useful tool.
The model has been developed and applied at the university of Berkeley, starting from the
sixties, in the group of J. S. Newman[41, 42, 10]. The interest in this model is testified by
a number of publications which use it to model and optimize cells[60]. In 2019 the topic of
porous electrode theory, applied to ion batteries, still requires further developement to reach
a fully understanding of the actual phenomena[51, 52]. Notwithstanding, the advantages of
a porous electrode reported in literature include: higher stability and high current rate; fast
ion diffusion and better electric path; high mechanical stability due to easier volume expansion
accommodation[37, 71, 33, 45].
Macroscopic Description
In picture 2.4 is reported the structure of a porous electrode, as the one considered in the theory
developed by Newman[10, 41].
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Figure 2.4: Porous electrode schematic. Taken from [11].

In the model, the redox reaction is restricted to the interface between the solid and liquid phase; the electrolyte is assumed to penetrate everywhere into the porous electrode. The
reaction rate, at any given time and place, depends on the particular physical properties of
the solid phase and of the electrolyte. In order to simplify the problem, the actual geometry
of the electrode is disregarded and macroscopic parameters are used: in the one dimensional
problem, the electrode is considered as a continuous mixture of solid and liquid phase. An
average conductivity along the x axis is defined, as an average ions conductivity. Equations for
solid and liquid phase potential(φ1 ,φ2 ) and current(i) are derived from ohm law, diffusion and
drift motion of ions. The electrochemical reaction is introduced to guarantee the conservation
of the number of particles in the system. The core of the model is the polarization equation,
which links the local current density to the potential in the two phases and the concentration
of ions(C):
∇ · i = f (φ1 − φ2 , C)
The actual form of this equation has to been chosen among different models, proposed in
literature, to obtain the best fit for the system under study[15].
Reaction Zone Model
One of the possible application of the porous electrode theory is the study and optimization of
thickness and porosity for a given cell[40]. In particular, given the value for average resistivity
on the x axis, due to either the conductive path or the ion diffusion, the reaction zone model[42]
can be introduced. In this model, the reaction is confined in a small neighbourhood of a point
X0 . While the active material is consumed by the reaction, the point shifts. In the case of a
porous electrode, with low ion transport resistance, the reaction starts from the current collector, because it is the point of lowest resistivity; during time the reaction zone shifts in the
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regular or randomly oriented, with large or small gaps. Those structures are mainly realized
with polymers precursors. Fiber’s diameters can range from tens of nanometers to tens of micrometers[20, 16, 77, 73]. The main physical characteristics with reference values and the main
applications found in literature are reported above.
Physical Characteristics
The mean diameter of the fibres is of course the main parameter in order to control the dimension
of the pores of the mat. It can be controlled by means of different precursors or process
parameters.
The internal and external morphology and structure is also of great importance: it is possible
to embed particles inside and outside of the fibres; roughness and chemical composition can
be used to promote crystal growth. The possibility of a core-shell structure is also exploited
to place the active material inside the fibre while the outer carbon shell ensures a conductive
path. The electrical conductivity itself is of major concern when porous electrode has to be
realized. This parameter, altogether with the ion diffusion, dictates the dynamic evolution of
the reaction zone model.
The conductivity is influenced by the carbon allotropes in the fibers: if graphite is present,
higher conductivity is expected with respect to amorphous carbon. Carbon nanotubes can be
either added to or growth on the carbon fibers to increase the conductivity. Adding metal
particles is also effective[26, 73]. Typical values of electrical conductivity rage from 10− 2 to
103 − 104 S/cm, depending on the content of graphite and conductive particles [7, 49, 73].
Main Applications
CNFs first application, in 1981, was a dust filter for industrial purpose, followed by filters for
cars and trucks. In the nineties CNFs popolarity grown, due to application in biomedical and
elecronics fields: scaffolds for tissue engineering, drug delivery, fuel cells and gas sensors[20].
CNFs are today a mainstream technology and they are widely used also in energy storage
systems. Carbon can intercalate lithium and CNFs are used as porous anode; with embedded
particles of active material they serve as cathode too. Because graphite cannot intercalate
sodium, amorphous carbon fibers used as sodium anode result in poor conductivity[73]. CNFs
has been widely studied as conductive matrix for SIB active materials[72, 9, 64, 23].
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Electro-spun CNFs
CNFs can be produced with different processes, like block copolymers[78], thermal chemical
vapor deposition[16] and electrospinning [26, 59]. The latter technique is widely used and the
one chosen in the present work. In figure 2.6 the typical electro-spinning setup is shown. It

Figure 2.6: Typical electropsinning setup. Taken from [3]

consists of a syringe, loaded with the precursor solution, usually a polymer and a polar solvent;
a syringe pump to control the precursor flow; a metallic needle connected to an high voltage
supply, and a metallic target connected to ground[59]. The solution, at the end of the metallic
needle, accepts electrons and gets charged. The charges repulse each others and tend to accumulate near the edges of a droplet, at the needle aperture. When the charge repulsion is higher
than the surface tension, the drop tip is broken and a continuous jet of polymer and solution is
drawn towards the current collector by the electric field. In figure 2.7 the formation of the so
called Taylor cone[55] and the fibres spinning are shown.
During the flight, the solvent starts to evaporate and an almost solid fibre is deposited. Because
the fibre is not conductive, charges are trapped for a long time an the repulsion between the
already deposited fibre and the flying one leads to a random deposition. Different parts of the
flying fibre also interact and spread in space the fibre, before it touches the metallic collector.
Engineering the electric field and the metallic collector is a valuable tool to control the deposition of the fibres: it si possible to increase the uniformity of the fibre deposition or to impose
an order to the fibres (figure 2.5). The easiest way of controlling the electric field is by mean of
the voltage difference and the distance between the needle and the collector. Also the humidity
is an important parameter and, together with the temperature, controls the evaporation rate
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Figure 2.7: Taylor cone formation principle. Taken from [6].

of the solvent. An higher evaporation rate leads to thicker fibers because the electric field has
less time to streach the fibers before they solidify. Also the electrostatic interaction between
charges in the fiber is influenced by humidity: water molecules in the air neutralize the trapped
charges and decrease the repulsion, leading to smaller deposition spot[32, 62, 58].

Stabilization and Carbonization
Once the polymer fibres have been deposited onto the collector, some additional process steps
are required to transform them into carbon nanofibres.
First, the solvent has to be completely evaporated, usually in a ventilated oven at about 70 ◦C,
for 1-2 hours. After that, a process called stabilization is performed with a slow ramp of temperature first at 100-200◦C and then to 260 ◦C, with dwelling time of 1-2 hours[14, 18]. This process
in critical for the mechanical properties of the fibres. During this step the chemical structure
of the polymer is changed, and some chemical bonds are broken and other formed. It guarantees the flexibility of the fibres after the carbonization; without stabilization the carbonized
fibres are usually very brittle. The very same stabilization process has to be accomplished with
smooth ramps and long dwelling time, in order to prevent thermal shock which forms cracks
into the final fibres.
Once the fibers have been stabilized, an high temperature process is performed to carbonize
them. Above 600 ◦C the polymer decomposes and hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen are released.
Only the carbon is preserved, leading to the formation of carbon fibres. The process must
take place in an inert atmosphere of nitrogen or argon, to prevent the polymer from burning.
The process can last as long as 2 to 10 hours. Longer the thermal plateau and higher the
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temperature, higher the degree of graphitization and more brittle the fibers. It is then a trade
off between electrical and mechanical properties which has to be made, when optimizing the
carbonization step[18, 14, 48].

2.2.2

CNFs Characterization

The whole process must be carefully characterized and different techniques are employed. Each
technique and of the information each one can convey are presented below.
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
During the stabilization and carbonization phase the main events to be monitored are the
changes in the molecular structure of the polymer. In particular, the correlation between
chemical structure and electro-mechanical properties of the final fibres mat is of paramount
importance. The same analysis is used in order to assess the effect of changes in the time, temperature, and temperature curve during the annealing process. It is then possible to determine
the minimum time and temperature to obtain a certain result, in term of final CNFs properties.
In particular the study of molecular bonds is performed through Fourier Transform Infrared
Resonance [21, 31]. The molecular bonds length can be excited by means of an EM radiation:
energy is provided to promote to an higher energy states the molecules; it usually corresponds
to an EM wave of frequency 1013 − 1014 Hz, that is the infrared band (IR). When a sample is
irradiated by the full IR spectrum, the output signal contains all the frequency but the absorbed
ones, which correspond to the vibrational states of the bonds. A Michelson interferometer is
exploited to excite the sample with a single frequency at each sampling time12 . The detector
output is the amplitude of the signal transmitted through the sample at a given time. The
Fourier transform is used to convert back the acquired signal from time domain to frequency
domain. Peaks in absorption at different wavelength can be easily related to different bonds
types, using data present in literature.

Microscopy
Fibres diameter is the main parameter which affects the porosity of the electrode. Different
approaches, at the level of precursors preparation and electro-spinning setup, permit to modify
it. The diameter is also observed to shrink during the annealing process. The final diameter
12

Of course it is impossible to obtain a single frequency. The sample is excited by a small part of the spectrum
near a certain frequency
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is hence influence by the whole process and optical microscopy imaging is the best technique
to monitor it. This technique is very fast and samples from any stage of the process can be
obtained. The acquisition of large portions of fibres permits to determine average quantity, like
pores dimension and mean diameter, with automatic image processing procedures. No need
of samples preparation or complex measurement results in large amount of data from each
batch[31].

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
While optical microscopy is best suited for large field imaging and for rough parameters extraction, SEM is the ideal tool for an in deep analysis of the sample and the estimation of
fine grain features of the fibres. Estimation of fibres roughness and cross section analysis are
two of the main characterizations performed with secondary electrons . Because a conductive
sample is needed to acquire a clear images, pre-carbonization fibres are coated with carbon or
gold. The preparation of samples and cross sections, altogether with the necessity to fine tune
the microscopy parameters to obtain good results, may takes several hours. The acquisition of
large number of images is a slow procedure, and the results may not be as meaningful as others
characterization techniques available[31]. Notwithstanding the possibility of a close look to the
fibres can shed light on hidden feature, and lead to a better understanding of the process. For
example, a low conductivity may be linked with too high evaporation rate during the spinning
process, after a SEM analysis: if the fibres already deposited are completely dry when new spun
fibres deposit on them, a poor contact may form; on the other hand if the fibres are soften by
the presence of the solvent, they can fuse together and result in a lower resistivity. The two
different morphologies can be easily observed at SEM but are invisible if observed with optical
microscopy.

Four Probe
Because of the particular morphology of the fibres, a good ohmic contact can be hard to establish
between a metal and the fibres, unless a certain pressure is exerted. The roughness of the
mat may result in large contact resistance which masks the actual resistance due to the fibre
thickness. Both for in plane and across plane resistance is essential to use the four probe
technique in order to suppress the contact contribution. In figure 2.8 a typical setup is shown;
it consists of four electrodes: two are used to impose a current, the other two to measure
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Figure 2.8: Four probe setup for resistance measurement. Taken from [67].

the voltage drop in between. With this configuration, because no current flows between the
two inner electrodes, the voltage drop due to contact resistance is eliminated[67, pag 119].
The theory behind this measurement is not as easy as the Ohm’s law and, depending on the
characteristics of the sample under analysis, different formulas must be considered. For semi
infinite sample the resistivity is given by
ρ=

V
2πs
I

with s the spacing between the probes. In the case of a thin film the resistance does not depend
any more on the distance and the formula reduce to
ρ=

V ·t·π
I · ln2

where t is the thickness of the thin film,. much smaller than the distance between the probes.

Raman Spectroscopy
The resistivity measured with four probe must be related to the process variable, in particular
with the carbonization temperature. As already explained, the conductivity of the fibres can
be enhanced by means of metal doping or with an higher degree of gaphitization. The latter
is controlled by the annealing temperature and time. In order to obtain a quantitative measurement, the Raman spectroscopy is used. This technique is closely related to the infrared
adsorption. As for FTIR, the used frequency are of the order of 1013 − 1014 Hz (10−4 − 10−6
m− 1) and the interactions between EM waves and molecular bonds is observed. The Raman
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spectroscopy focus on the scattering of the EM waves during interaction. The scattering can
be both elastic (scattered EM at the same frequency as the exciting one) and inelastic (scattered EM at different frequency): Rayleigh scattering and Raman scattering, which is the one
observed with this technique.
In Raman spetroscopy the sample is excited with a certain spectrum of EM and the frequency
shift between the input and output signal is recorded. The shifts can be related to particular
molecular bonds; in particular, carbon is characterized by two scattering peaks in the visible
at 560 and 1360 cm−1 called G and D peaks. The two are related to different carbon-carbon
bonds: the G peak is related to bond stretching in carbon rings or chains [17]; the D is related
to single carbon atom resonance. Because graphene planes are composed by rings of carbon,
the G peak can be related to the quantity of order graphene structure. The ratio between D
and G peak is often used as quantitative measurement of the degree of graphitization of the
carbon fibres [66].

2.3

Active Material

While in the previous chapter the choice of the active material has been justified, a deeper
analysis of the sodium-vanadium-phosphate and its properties is proposed below.

2.3.1

NVP

N a3 V2 (P O4 )3 is a typical example of the NASICON type materials. The electrodes, based on
it, show an high solid ions diffusion, a pronounced structural stability, and high cycling performances[76]. The main drawback is a low electric conductance which imposes the exploitation of
carbon coating and conductive matrices. The usage of CNFs is among the proposed solution in
literature and a very effective one: one of the best performing NVP cathode has been realized
embedding NVP nanoparticles into CNFs[72]. Even more complex structures, using carbon
nanotubes and graphene, have been tested but with poorer results[79].
The storage mechanism of NVP exploits the change in oxidation state of vanadium. The sodium
atom can be divided into two types (N a1 and N a2 ) depending on the occupation state with
respect to the group V2 (P O4 )3 . 2/3 of the sodium atoms are in the N a2 occupation state. The
redox reaction linked to the release of sodium ions from this site
Na3 V2 (PO4 )3 ←−→ NaV2 (PO4 )3 + 2 Na+ + 2 e –
corresponds to a standard potential of 0.70 V, or 3.40 V if the couple N a/N a+ is considered as
reference. During the reaction, the oxidation state of vanadium atoms change from 3+ to 4+.
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The N a2 sites can be fully desodiate and a theoretical capacity of 117.60 mA h g−1 is reported[50]. The N a1 ions can also be removed at a potential as low as 1.60 V with respect
to sodium reference. The theoretical capacity is only one half of the N a2 sites one. The lower
capacity and the intermediate voltage make the second reaction useless for either cathode or
anode reaction13 , although the possibility of a fully symmetric cell based on NVP cathode and
anode has been proposed[44, 76].
The NVP can be produced by conventional synthesis techniques: co-precipitation; hydrothermal
synthesis; solid reaction. High temperature processes may be used to improve the crystallinity
of the particles at temperature as high as 900 ◦C[36].

2.3.2

Loading of CNFs

Of particular interest for the present work are the different strategies reported to load the NVP
into carbonaceous structures.
Co-spinning
An exploited procedure to load the NVP into the CNFs is the co-spinning method. NVP
nanoparticles are added to the polymer solution and spun altogether with the fibres. With
this technique different structures can be realized: nanoparticles inside the fibres or core-shell
configuration. [35]. After the spinning, the CNFs and the NVP are annealed together at 800 ◦C
to improve the crystallinity and to carbonize the fibres. This process is not particularly flexible
from the point of view of loading control: once the concentration of NVP in solution is fixed,
it is constant through all the mat. Notwithstanding is very fast and can be adapted to other
materials.
Dip Coating
The dip coating consists of soaking the fibers with a liquid precursor of the active material and
evaporating the solvent, trapping the particles into the fibers[72]. Once again the loading is
fixed by the concentration and few control on the distribution can be achieved. The procedure
can be performed either on stabilized or carbonized fibres. The latter are far more hydrophilic
than the former and the soaking takes place in few minutes instead of hours.

13
The power content of a cell is given by the product of the maximum current times the mean voltage. An
intermediate voltage at anode or cathode leads to low power cells.
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Buchner Filtration
Buchner filtration is a well known vacumm assisted filtration technique: the vacuum is used
to drawn the solution thorough a filter in order to speed up the process. If the carbon fibers
are used instead of the filter, the active material particles dispersed in solution get trapped[74].
With this procedure the distribution profile can be controlled: depending on the size of particles, the major part of the NVP is retained in the top part of the filter; if multiple filtration
steps are performed the concentration of active material in the fibres is increased. If the crystals
are small enough, a continuous flux of water drags them in the deep of the mat, resulting in a
peak of concentration at a given height. The process is very fast and can be performed either
on stabilized or carbonized fibres.

Hydrothermal Synthesis
The hydrothermal synthesis is an alternative to crystallization at high temperature. Instead of
800 ◦C, a temperature as low as 100-200◦C, combined with high pressure, leads to the crystallization of the NVP precursor. The CNFs, plunged into the solution, catalyse the crystallization
on their surface. The crystals are directly grown onto the CNFs and no high temperature process is necessary. This process works better with the carbonized fibres because they are much
more resistant and can easily stand the high pressure. No control of the crystallization sites
leads to a random distribution of the NVP but the dimension of the crystals can be easily tuned
by process parameters. [36]

2.3.3

NVP Characterization

The characterization of the NVP is a crucial phase. The crystallinity of the NVP is a fundamental parameter to obtain good electrochemical activity and ion conductivity. Because the
crystallization process, by means of high temperature treatment, may need several hours to be
completed, its optimization is mandatory.
X-Rays Diffraction Spectroscopy (XRD)
In the study of crystal structures X-rays diffraction spectroscopy is recognized to be an excellent technique. The X-rays wavelength is of the order of magnitude of the crystal lattice and
phenomena of diffraction appears when atoms and EM waves interact. Because each crystal
structure results in a different diffraction pattern, a huge database have been developed, in the
years, to collect the footprint of every possible structure. By means of automatic softwares, the
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recorded pattern is compared with the database and the crystal structures, and phases, present
in the alleged synthesized material, can be assessed. Conclusions about the mean crystal size
and the percentage of each crystalline phase can be also drawn[31].

SEM
The SEM is of great interest for the characterization of the active material. As for the fibres,
the measurement of secondary electrons (SEs) is a valuable tool for the morphological characterization of the crystals: dimension; cross section distribution; position with respect to the
fibres. Notwithstanding, much more informations can be obtained by back scattering electrons
(BSE) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS or EDX). The former technique exploits the
difference in energy of BSE emitted by different materials: high atomic number elements result
in high energy BSE and vice-versa; by means of a potential difference, the energy of the observed
BSE can be selected, increasing the contrast between carbon and active material. It is used to
confirm the nature of different particles, inside the fibres, observed with SEs.
The EDS is a more complex technique but provides details about the spatial distribution of
each atomic species, with great precision. EDS excitation signal is the very same of the SEM
(electrons) but the observed quantity are X-rays. The primary electrons of the SEM can excite,
with scattering, the electrons of an atom; once the electrons return to the non excited state
X-rays are emitted. Because emitted X-rays are linked to the energy gap between two states,
the wavelenght can be easily related to the energy difference and hence to particular species
with can emit that particular wavelenght[31].
This technique is of particular interest in post-mortem analysis of electrodes: the presence of
unexpected atoms inside the electrodes or near it surface can be related to the formation of SEI
and to parasitic reactions.

2.4

Electrochemical Cells Testing

The core of this work is the electrochemical characterization of cells, which use CNFs as supporting matrix for NVP active material. Once the electrochemical parameters, presented in the
first chapter, have been determined, it is possible to draw considerations about the effect of the
nanostructure on the cell. It is of particular interest to demonstrated the consistency of the
porous electrode model with the acquired data and to confirm the results reported in literature.
The fully understanding of the characterization techniques used is fundamental to reach the right
conclusions, therefore this whole section is devoted to the test setup, the possible measurements
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to be performed, and the issues than may be encountered.

2.4.1

Typical Cell Setup

Different possible setups can be found in literature. Some of them are commercial setups, while
others are custom made ones. It has to be noticed how the production of the electrodes and
the mounting of the cell can be less or more automated. Higher automatic is characteristic
of advanced stage of development, when only smaller optimization are required and the reproducibility is the major concern. In the early stage of development smaller volume of production
are required and flexible production lines are most suited for frequent design modifications.
The list of setups presented below starts with lab scale ones, which are characterized by low
throughput and low cost, and ends with the industrial ones.
Swagelok
Among the custom setup, the Swagelok is a very popular one. It is a two or three electrodes
setup14 as shown in figure 2.9. The name comes from the brand of fluid connectors producer.

Figure 2.9: Two and Three electrodes Swagelok cell schematic. Taken from[1].

Usually the device is built from a plastic connector for pipes and metallic electrodes are placed
at the three holes. The sealing of the structure is guarantee with plastic o-rings and Parafilm.
The popularity of this setup stems from the simple design and low cost. With respect to
commercial solutions it is far cheaper and sometimes even more convenient to use when a three
electrodes setup is necessary. On the other hand, the sealing may not be perfect, resulting
in stability issues, and the pressure exerted on the cell may vary in time and among different
mounts.
14

For some measurements three electrodes are mandatory
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El-cell R
The El-cell R , among the commercial setups, is the most popular one. As shown in figure 2.10 a
spring and a metallic case are used to guarantee a good sealing and a constant and reproducible
pressure on the cell. The main drawbacks are the high cost and the difficulty of implementing
the reference electrode. As depicted in figure it has to be introduced through a small hole in
the bottom part of the test cell.

Figure 2.10: El-cell schematic. Taken from [8].

Coin Cell
The coin cell is the simplest industrial setup. Because lab scale mounting setups are available,
it is often used when lots of cells have to be mounted. As shown in figure 2.11 it is similar to the
El-cell but the sealing is achieved by pressing the top and bottom case. The setup is usually a
two electrodes one and each cell can be used only once. In the early phase of testing this setup
is not particularly convenient and is also quite expensive due to the mounting machine to be
purchased. Also for the testing a dedicated setup is needed because of flat electrodes.

Figure 2.11: Coin cell schematic. Taken from [28].
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Pouch Battery
The pouch battery setup is the most advanced one, close to the one used in big commercial
batteries. It is usually exploited only when the technology has been optimized, in order to test
stack of cells, close to the final product. The setup is a two electrodes one. Once again, a
dedicated mounting setup is necessary an the cell cannot be reused. As shown in figure 2.12,
up to 7-8 cells can be mounted in a single pouch battery. The automatic sealing guarantees an
high stability and reproducibility.
Small pouch batteries can also be mounted with a minimum expense (only the sealing setup
is necessary), but the two electrodes setup makes them less appealing in the early stage of
development.

Figure 2.12: Pouch battery schematic. Taken from [28].

2.4.2

Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)

The first electrochemical technique to be explored is the cyclic voltammetry. It is used, together
with XRD, in the early phase of characterization, in order to confirm the chemical activity of
the synthesized crystals.

Physical Principles
In order to understand the working principles of the CV, the Nerst equation has to be recall.
The equation links the potential between two electrodes and the concentration of the redox
specie in the electrolyte:


RT
[ox]
E=E +
ln
nF
[red]
0

Redox in the way the ratio between [ox] and [red] can be changed. If the reduction is predominant the number of ions is increased, the ratio decreased.
Na −−→ Na+ + xe –
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On the other hand the oxidation increases the concentration of the reduction specie and decreases the oxidizing one, decreasing the potential.
Na+ + e – −−→ Na
Each time the ratio between the two species is changed, electrons must be transferred from or
to the cell in order to balance the reaction. This is to say, a current must flow each time a
change in the potential occurs. In particular, the current must be proportional to the change
in the ratio: for each ion generated one electron must be removed from the electrode:

i∝

[ox]
δ [red]

δt

After substitution in the Nerst equation, the dependence between voltage and current can be
expressed as
i ∝ e(E−E

0 ) nF
RT

Where E 0 is the standard redox potential for the redox and E the voltage drop between the
two electrodes. This equation predicts and infinity raise in current, while the potential drop
is increased, but various phenomena take place, in the real case, which stop the increase in
current. First of all, because, in order to react, the species need to be near the electrolyte, and
are consumed after reaction, a constant flux of ions is required to sustain the reaction. Those
ions motion is limited by the diffusion laws in the liquid and, eventually, limits the maximum
number of reactions that can take place per second. A maximum equilibrium value for the current should then be established. Notwithstanding another players enters the stage at this point.
The electrical double layer is also modified due to change in surface potential of electrodes.
While the voltage increases, the diffusion zone of the double layer expands deeper and deeper
into the electrolyte, slowing down the ions transport. Hence, the current, after a maximum is
reached, starts to decrease.
A more basic reason for the current to drop is the finite amount of one specie: if the active
material sites are fully exploited the reaction simply stops and the current goes back to zero.
The cyclic voltammetry measurement consists of sweeping the voltage between the two electrodes and monitoring the current flow. Far from the redox potential, the current is the tail of an
exponential and almost zero amperes are measured. When the potential difference approaches
E 0 , the current rises up to the maximum value and then decreases. Because each redox couple
is linked to a particular potential, different reactions can be separately observed and clearly
characterized.
The sweep, after a maximum voltage value is reached, is reversed and the potential goes back
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Figure 2.13: Two examples of CV curve: diffusion limited process and reaction limited process. Adapted from [19].

to the starting one. Many cycles are performed in order to observe differences due to parasitic
effect. like electrolyte degradation.
Because the potential between the two electrodes must be precisely fixed, a reference electrode
is necessary for the measurement.
In figure 2.13 two classical examples of CV are presented: in the first one the diffusion behaviour
is clearly visible; in the second one the current suddenly drops, after the complete consumption
of active material[13, 19]. An in deep analysis of the technique is possible, starting from physical
equations and thermodynamics considerations. It is possible to express analytically the shape
of the CVs reported above[19]. The diffusion limited one is modelled by the recursive formula
√



√

2 δ χ(δ) k +

k−1
X
√
i=1



k − 1[χ((i + 1)δ) − χ(iδ)] =

1
1 + ζθS(δ)

Where
kδ =

nF
νt
RT

With ν the scan rate in V s−1 and t the time.
χ(z) =
With σ =

nF
RT ν

I(σt)
√
nF AcR πDR σ

and cR , DR the initial concentration of the reduction species and its diffusion

rate.
θS(t) =
And ζ =

q

DR
DO

cR −σt
e
cO

is the ratio between the red and ox species diffusion coefficients.

The following equations can be manipulated to obtain more meaningful expressions: the current
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measurement setup, scan rates as slow as 0.1-1mV s−1 are used15 . Performing the measurement
at different scan rates, it permit to acquire the Ip (ν) function and to determine the diffusion
coefficient.
The electrolyte degradation is monitored by repeating the sweep back and forth for many
cycles. Because the electrolyte redox potential is usually far from the active material one, only
the exponential tail can be observed, superimposed to the main signal. If the electrolyte redox
is reversible, the CV curve, and in particular the final parts, should be similar among different
cycles. Any difference in the extreme parts of the CV can be related to electrolyte degradation
(irreversible reaction), which modifies the chemistry of the cell at each cycle. The formation of
the SEI is one of those phenomena and can be monitored during the early cycles: the SEI forms
a self passivating layer and hence its growth stops after 3-4 cycles.
This tool is particular interesting at the beginning of the test phase, to confirm the electroactivity of the synthesized material and the behaviour of the electrolyte.

2.4.3

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)

Another technique used to study the cell and its reactions is the EIS. As the name suggests,
the cell is modelled by its impedance at different frequencies (spectroscopy) as a result of the
measurement. Each contribution, in order to be accounted in the impedance at a certain
frequency, must have a time constant compatible with the frequency itself: the phenomena
taking place into the cell are separated according to their dynamic. As for the CV, it is possible
to observe different physical effects (e.g. diffusion, charge transfer) separately and hence to
characterized them [19].
Physical Principles
In figure 2.15 a schematic of an electrode is reported together with the main processes than may
take place on its surface. Those processes are characterized by a time constant which represent
the average time to be waited before each process takes place.
If a periodic current signal (sine wave), with zero mean, is fed into the electrode, the surface
reactions neutralize the excess charge (e.g. growth of the double layer). Because after half period
the current starts to flow in the opposite direction, the reactions accommodate it by reverting
their effects (e.g. reduction of the double layer). For a given frequency of the input signal, only
the reactions with a time constant of the order of, or smaller then, the semi-period contribute
to the neutralization of the injected charges. The effect of chemical processes is observed in
15

It result typical in some milliamperes of current.
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Figure 2.18: Impedance spectrum of an electrochemical cell. Taken from [19].

2.4.4

Galvanostatic Cycling (GC)

The last electrochemical technique used in the present work is Galvanostatic Cycling. This is
the more intuitive type of test to be performed on a battery. It consists of repeated charge and
discharge steps of the battery, at constant current. The battery voltage is monitored and each
cycle is stopped when a fixed threshold is reached.
Physical Principles
The physical principles behind this kind of measurement are the very same listed in the previous
chapter in order to explain the V(SOC) curve. At different current rate the drop increase due
to ohmic resistance. The limitation of chemical reactions due to ion diffusion in solid and liquid
can be observed, as higher and higher voltage drop, while the current is increased. Those two
contributions can be easily separated, by mean of the time scale: the ohmic drop manifests as
soon as the current starts to flow and is constant for the all timespan of the measurement. The
diffusion induced voltage drop is invisible at the beginning, because the ions are already near
the active material, and increases during time: the depletion of ions near the electrodes induces
the ions motion.

Measurement Setup
The setup is the same as for EIS but the current source is constant as shown in figure 2.19.
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Reference Electrode
The reference electrode is used to define an absolute reference during the measurement. Because
the current does not flow through it, no shift of the reference due to ohmic drop can happen.
Notwithstanding, the potential at on electrode, recalling the Nerst equation, can change also
if the concentration of species changes. The fundamental quantity is the effective ion concentration (or activity). With respect to standard condition, a decrease in the temperature of the
experiment, lead to an increase in the energy needed to perform a certain reaction

17 .

It is like

less ions are ready to react at a given time and the effective concentration is reduced.
Because all the thermodynamic quantities (pH, pressure, etc) influence the activity of ions, it is
extremely difficult to realize reliable reference electrodes. In practice it is enough the reference
is stable in the rage of the experimental conditions. Anyway, electrolyte degradation and other
unexpected processes can result in a drift of the reference voltage[47, 39].
As it is explained below, defective reference electrodes lead to the impossibility of clearly separate anode and cathode contribution and to wrong conclusions about the material under test.
Half Cell
The half cell used during the experiment is composed of the NVP cathode, a sodium anode,
and a reference electrode. Several artefacts can result from this configuration.
Apart from the already mentioned issues with the sodium reference, the presence of metallic
sodium at the anode may hide the presence of irreversible reaction: if a reaction at the cathode
consumes the sodium ions, in a real cell, with active material at both anode and cathode, the
total sodium content decreases at each cycle. In a full cell the effect of the reaction is observed
as a fade of the capacity but, because the anode of the half cell can replace the lost ions, the
same effect is not measurable in the latter setup.
If the half cell may lead to an overestimation of the cell performances, also the reverse can
happen: metallic sodium can cycle at a maximum current of some ➭A cm−2 , at higher current
the cell performances decrease, but the effect may be due only to the anode and not to the
material under investigation. Also low efficiency and capacity fade may be due to the metallic
anode and not to the NVP cathode, when sodium degradation takes place at the anode and at
the reference[75, 70]. Because both reference and anode are made of sodium, it is not possible
to properly isolate the cathode dynamics and properties.

Even if some issues derive from the usage of metallic sodium reference electrode, it is the
17

Less energy comes from thermal motion.
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mainstream choice in literature and the chosen one for this work (to achieve consistency with
paper results).

2.5

Summary

The working principle of an electrochemical cell may be summed up into few elements: the
extraction/insertion of an ions inside a crystal structure result in a phase change of the crystal
structure itself. During this process one or more electrons are also extracted/provided to the
reaction site. This electron represent the current the battery provides while the binding energy of
the ions to the crystal determines the voltage of the cell. The conductive path from the reaction
zone to the current collector and the diffusion of the ions in the electrolyte and the crystal,
altogether with the chemical reaction dynamics, are responsible for the internal resistance of
the cell and hence for the dynamic response (higher the resistance higher the voltage drop at
high current). Because a big voltage drop means more complex control system, in order to
exploit the cell at higher C-rate a low internal resistance is fundamental. This is our first target
and the choice of a particular nanostructured electrode where to grow the active crystal is the
first step to accomplish the result. Porous structures with embedded nanocrystals have the
following advantages:
• Provide a conductive path from the crystal to the current collector.
• Reducing the diffusion path inside the active material (which may be slow compared to
the on on the electrolyte).
• Provide a path for the electrolyte and hence for the ions to reach the crystal (all reaction
zone are reached by the electrolyte directly).
• Provide space for the phase change related crystal expansion (enhance life cycle).
The CNFs are one of the possible solution to obtain this kind of structure, with the advantage
of fast production and lots of parameters to tune the fibre morphology and porosity (nickel or
carbon foams are viable alternatives).
The production of CNF exploits the very well known techniques of electro-spinning, widespread
in the carbon fibre and textile industry. A very high electric field is used to produce thin fibres
starting from a solution containing a polymer. The polymer fibre, during the flight to the
collector, spread in order to minimize the electrostatic interaction of charges trapped in it. The
result on the collector is a non-woven mat of polymer. Following thermal treatments result only
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in carbon to remain and the formation of carbon fibres mat is achieved.
Different characterization techniques are useful to control and tune the process.
• Optical microscopy is a first check for the morphology of the spun fibre (diameter of the
fibre and beads formation).
• Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is used to characterize the process: thickness of the
fibre versus spin time; mean dimension of the fibres; morphological analysis.
• Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) is fundamental to monitor the evolution
of the polymer and to optimize the thermal process.
• Four probe measure is used for resistance measurement of the fibre: higher temperature
results in lower resistance due to graphene formation.
• Raman spectroscopy can add more quantitative information about graphene formation in
order to fine tune the thermal process.
Once the fibre is realized it has to be loaded with the active material. It is important to have
a good control of this process in order to fully exploit the freedom of this kind of cell design:
total weight loading; non-homogeneous distribution.
• X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD) is used to asses the proper crystal structure of the
material inside the CNF.
• SEM cross section is used to determine mean grain size and distribution.
• Weighing g before and after active material loading to determine the active material
content.
The characterization is then carried on with an electrochemical cell. The main characterization
to carry on are the following:
• Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) is used to check the electrochemical behaviour of the material:
reaction voltage; diffusion coefficient of the ions.
• Charge/Discharge Cycling is used to test the cycling stability and the behaviour at different C-rate.
• Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is a fine grain tool to determine an equivalent circuit of the device and to explore different electrochemical process inside the cell.
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The whole set of characterization is necessary to establish a causal link between the complex
process of production of the cell and the final electrochemical performance. In particular data
collection from the beginning to the end of production line with enough statistical sampling is
the key to optimize the final device.
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Chapter 3

Experiments and Results
The toolbox is now complete and it is possible to easily go through the process flow and its
results. It starts with the design of the setup for CNFs production and its optimization. The
electro-spun fibres are then analysed with optical microscopy for a first assessment of morphology and tuning of e-spin parameters. The process is characterized and the function which links
the volume of polymer spun and the thickness of the mat is defined. Once the process is fixed,
the fibres are stabilized at 260 ◦C. This phase is optimized by testing different dwelling temperatures and temperature ramps. FTIR is used to determine the degree of stabilization and to
determine the best procedure. The stabilized fibres can then be carbonized at 800 ◦C. Fibres
from each phase are analysed with SEM to monitor the fibre morphology changes during the
process. Average contraction of circular disks of fibres is determined and its dependence on the
mat thickness verified. The whole production is a self-standing process and it has been studied
in [16].
In parallel with fibres production, researches on active material loading have been conducted.
Different techniques are available and have been tested: dip coating, Buchner filtration. The
main analysis tool at this stage, apart from weighing, is SEM, used to determine the in-plane
and cross-section distribution of the active material. XRD have been used to confirm the crystal
phase synthesized.
Once the CNFs with embedded NVP particles are characterized, they are used to mount sodiumion half cells. Electrochemical testing is conducted with a Swagelok setup, with metallic sodium
anode and reference electrode. The cells are mounted in glove-box, with argon atmosphere. The
electrochemical testing is performed with Gamry potentiostat Reference 600+.
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control. The syringe is connected through a PVF pipe1 to a metallic blunt-end needle. The
needle points towards a flat metallic target and the high voltage source is connected between
the two.
In order to start the spinning the following step are executed after the setup is mounted:
1. With a nitrogen flow the humidity of the box is reduced to 40% RH.
2. While the HV supply is turned off, the polymer solution is driven from the syringe to the
needle and a small droplet is formed on the needle tip. This step is performed manually.
3. The HV source is turned on to a voltage of about 15 kV2 .
4. The syringe pump is turned on with a pre-set constant flux (e.g. 1.50 ml h−1 ).
5. The formation of the Taylor cone is monitored through the camera.
6. Once the spinning begin, the voltage is adjusted to avoid accumulation or depletion of
solution at the tip: the drop should remain constant for all duration of the spinning.
7. Long term drifts are corrected by monitoring the Taylor cone every 30 minutes.
After the spinning, optical microscope is used to confirm the formation of fibres and to verify
the correctness of the spinning setups: wrong parameters result in electro-spray and beads
formation. It is also possible to determine the average fibres diameter using an image processing
tool: Imagej with the plug-in DiameterJ.
SEM is used to determine the thickness of the mat and the diameter of the fibres with high
precision.
Results
From SEM and optical imaging the result of the spinning can be monitored. In figure 3.2 an
optical and a SEM image are reported.
To control the process it is necessary to determine the sample thickness as a function of the
spun volume. In figure 3.3 the results of the SEM cross section measurements are reported.

3.1.2

Stabilization and FTIR

The second process step is the stabilization: the fibres structure is changed by mean of temperature. The resulting chain structure, shown in figure 3.4, guarantees a better stability during
carbonization: stress linked to shrinkage is reduced and the final CNFs are more flexible.
1
DMAc is a solvent for plastic and PVP is melt down in few minutes. Only Fluorine reinforced plastic can
stand it.
2
For each electro-spinning setup the optimal voltage has to be established.
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(a) Optical

(b) SEM

Mat Thickness [➭m]

Figure 3.2: Optical and SEM imaging of the spun fibres.
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CNFs thickness as a function of the spun volume. Taken from [16].
Figure 3.3: SEM measurement of the thickness as a function of the spun volume.

Setup and Procedure
The fibres are placed in a ventilated oven and a temperature ramp is applied to bring the
temperature first to 150 ◦CC and after 1 hour to 260 ◦C. It takes 2 hours to complete the
process and a final ramp down brings the fibres back to room temperature .
Results
An early visual inspection can be done to assess qualitatively the degree of stabilization: the
white fibres turn gold when stabilized. Pink or pale brown means partially stabilization, while
dark brown, overcooked fibres. The FTIR is used for a more quantitative analysis: as shown in
figure 3.4 the triple nitrogen bond is eliminated, and its peak, at about 3000 cm-1 , disappears
from FTIR spectrum. In figure 3.5 the FTIR spectra after stabilization at different tempera84
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Figure 3.4: Chemical evolution of the PAN during stabilization. Taken from [11].

tures are reported. At 230 ◦C the triple nitrogen bond is not visible: it is the optimal process
temperature. Higher temperature does not affect the structure while lower one results in an
partial stabilization.

3.1.3

Carbonization SEM and Optical

Setup and Procedure
The final carbonization process takes place as soon as the stabilization ends, to avoid moisture
absorption. If it is not the case, the fibres should remain for at least 12 hours in a dry box
before being carbonized.
A tubular furnace filled with argon is used; the samples are loaded into the furnace inside
alumina crucibles and 30 minutes of purging is necessary to completely remove the oxygen
before starting the annealing. A ramp of 5 ◦C min−1 is set to reach the dwelling temperature of
800 ◦C. The carbonization takes about 2 hours to be completed3 and a ramp down brings the
furnace back to room temperature.
A visual inspection permits a first assessment: wrinkles or too much shrinkage are linked to
a wrong stabilization process or to the presence of moisture. Following, the SEM imaging is
used to determine the final properties of the mat before being used into an electrochemical cell:
diameter, pores size, and mat thickness are the three main parameters. The final step is the
electrical characterization of the fibres with a four probe measurement.
3

A longer process results in brittle CNFs due to the total removal of nitrogen and oxygen.
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Figure 3.5: FTIR spectra for PAN stabilization at different temperature (2 hours stabilization).

Results
In table 3.1 the resistance measured is reported for several fibres thicknesses. The mean value
is around 10−2 S cm−1 .

3.2

NVP Synthesis and Loading

The second workload starts from the final deliveries of the first one.
The produced CNFs are loaded with the active material and characterized with SEM to determine the loading profile and the crystals size. Two loading procedures have been explored in
the present work: the dip-coating and the Buchner filtration. In both cases a co-precipitation
technique is used for the synthesis in solution.
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sample
1
2
3
4
5

S cm−1
0.014
0.011
0.013
0.014
0.015

Table 3.1: Resistance measurement on CNFs. Taken from [16].

3.2.1

NVP Synthesis

The synthesis of NVP is achieved through co-precipitation technique, already presented in the
former chapter and adapted from [23]. The procedure adopted and the main characterization
results are presented above.
Setup and Procedure
In order to synthesize the NVP the following precursors are used:
• 230 g deionized water.
• 8.63 g ammonium metavanadate (0.05 mol).
• 13.50 g oxalic acid (0.15 mol).
• 6.15 g sodium acetate (0.75 mol).
• 8.63 g ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (0.75 mol).
The following step have been performed to produce NVP crystals for XRD analysis:
• Ammonuim metavanadate is dissolved in 200 ml of deionized water: a yellow solution is
visible. The color is linked to the vanadium oxidation state 5+[20, 12].
• Oxalic acid is added to lower the pH and change the oxidation state of vanadium to 4+
[12, 4]. The solution is observed to turn blue as described by [21].
• After 12 hours of magnetic stirring at 50 ◦C the dissolution is completed.
• The sodium acetate and the ammonium phosphate are added after being separately dissolved into 30 ml of deionized water.
• After 6 hours of stirring at 80 ◦C, the liquid precursor is evaporated and a green paste is
deposited. The green is associated to the oxidation state of vanadium 3+ in NVP.
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• The paste is completely dried in oven at 120 ◦C for 2 hours and kept in a drier until further
use.
At this stage the NVP paste contains nano-crystalline domains. In order to form bigger ones,
an high temperature process is performed at 800 ◦C in Ar atmosphere. Two crystallization
procedures have been tested: for 2 and 8 hours. Once extracted from the tubular furnace, the
NVP is characterized with power diffraction XRD to confirm the crystal structure.
Results
In figure 4.3, reported in Appendix A, the solution of NVP precursor at different stages of
preparation is reported.
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Figure 3.6: XRD data of NVP annealed for 8 hours at 800 C. Pre and post treatment XRD data show the formation of
the crystalline phase.

The XRD spectrum of NVP, before and after 8 hours annealing, is proposed in figure 3.6.
In Appendix A at figure 4.2 reports the superposition of XRD spectrum and the theoretical
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an hour. After the soaking, the fibres are dried in the fume hood or in the oven at 120 ◦C for
2-3 hours.
Results
The first measurement is the weighing of the sample before and after dip-coating. In table 3.2
are reported the data for two different batches of carbonized fibres. In both cases the fibres are
Before (mg)
1.9
9.6
3.9
8.4
3.6
18.3
3.2

After (mg)
6.8
35.7
4.5
15.9
4.7
227
76.5

Before (mg)
9.8
7.7
7.6

After (mg)
12
12
11

Table 3.2: Weights of CNFs samples before and after dip-coating process. The second measurement is taken after 2 hours
of drying under fume hood.

cut before the process.
In the first case the cutting has been performed on the already carbonized fibres. Because the
fibres were fragile, the final shape varies a lot among fibres and hence the weight. In the second
case the fibres have been punched with a stainless steel puncher after stabilization. This second
approach permits a reproducible cut and weight, which reflects on the quality of the data.
The second important parameter is the distribution of the active material along the cross section
of the mat. The SEM imaging has been exploited and the results are reported above. During
the drying process the fibres are locked in two different orientations: lying on a Petri Dish or
hang from one extreme in a vertical position. An unexpected phenomenon has been observed:
depending on the drying orientation the active material segregates in a particular zone of the
mat.

In figure 3.8 the cross section of the fibres dried in a horizontal position is reported. The
active material concentrates on one side of the CNFs. In figure 3.9 two different zones of the
vertically dried fibres are reported. It is a top view at the two edges: the one where the fibres
were attached and the one far from the hanging point. In the top part (sub-figure a) few active
material particles are visible while in the bottom part (sub-figure b) the fibres are completely
surrounded by active material crystals.
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Figure 3.8: Caption

(a) Top part

(b) Bottom part

Figure 3.9: SEM image: top view of CNFs after dip-coating with vertical drying. Upper and bottom part of the fibres.

Considerations
For what concerns the amount of active material the dip-coating permits reproducible results
but the profile of deposition depends on the drying position. The quantity of active material
deposited depends on the soaking time and the solution concentration. This latter dependence
fixes an upper limit to the maximum loading.

3.2.3

CNFs Loading (II): Buchner Filtration

The second technique exploited has been introduced in the process flow after the SEM results of
dip-coating. The main advantages of this technique are the possibility of increase the loading,
and extra degree of freedom for what concerns the distribution.
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Before (mg)
3.0
3.7
2.8
9.2

After (mg)
4.8
4.6
6.4
12.8

Table 3.3: Weight of CNFs samples before and after Buchner filtration process.

Setup and Procedure
As for dip-coating the loading procedure is performed with the liquid precursor. The fibres are
used as a filtering paper while vacuum is created in a filtration flask. With this setup, either
entire pieces of CNFs or already cut ones can be used. In the former case the filtration is faster
and more controllable.
The solution is dropped onto the fibres and is absorbed in less then 30 seconds. The solution
from dark blue becomes light blue after filtration. Small crystals cannot be trapped into the
fibres and remain in solution.
After some more minutes the vacuum is removed and the fibres are dried in oven. After drying
the fibres can be cut with a puncher and carbonized in the furnace.
The process flow, which uses the stabilized fibres as filter, results in a carbonization process
which is also used for crystallize the NVP.
Results
The first analysis is the weighting of the fibres, as for dip-coating. In table 3.3 the weights of
fibres before and after filtration is reported. Those data have been produced only for the cut
fibres. The SEM cross section analysis is shown in figure 3.10.
Considerations
The first consideration to be drawn is the possibility of controlling the loading on the cut CNFs.
As reported in the data, the process is hard to reproduce on small samples. On the other hand
it is not possible to know the local amount of active material if the loading is performed on a
sheet of CNFs. Notwithstanding, the process is particularly suited for the loading of big sheet
of CNFs and hence it should be preferred in the final process flow. It is also much faster than
dip-coating and the amount of material can be increased with multiples filtrations.
For what concerns the distribution, as shown in figure 3.10, the loading is maximum at the
interface and only small crystals are deposited in the central part of the mat. It demonstrates
the high efficiency of the fibres as filter; it is possible to increase the penetration if smaller
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Figure 3.10: SEM cross section of the CNFs loaded with Buchner filtration.

crystals are synthesized and with water flux, to drag the particles.

3.3

Electrochemical Cell Assembly and Testing

After the characterization of the NVP, the CNFs are used as cathode for electrochemical cells.
As anode a metallic sodium disc is used and fiber glass as separator. The electrolyte is sodium
perclorate (N aClO4 ) in 50:50 weight mixture of ethylene carbonate and poly(ethylene carbonate); the recipe is taken from literature[3].

3.3.1

Setups

For the testing, two setups have been realized. The first one is a classical three electrodes
Swagelok, actually used for the test phase; the second one is a brand new setup, which has been
tested but sealing problem makes it necessary some design improvements.
Swagelok Setup
In figure 3.11 the schematic and the photo of the Swagelok setup are reported. As described in
the previous chapter, the setup is composed by three metallic current collectors, one for each
electrode. The plastic case seals the electrolyte, which is sensitive to light. Plastic rings are used
to seal the three holes to prevent electrolyte evaporation and to preserve the inert atmosphere
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Fibres Characteristics
For the first batch (NVP1) the CNFs are synthesized with the following steps:
• Spinning of 7% wg PAN in DMAc.
• Stabilization at 260 ◦C without intermediate plateau.
• Carbonization for 2 hours at 900 ◦C.
In figure 3.14 the cross section of CNFs is shown.

Figure 3.14: Thickness measurement of the CNFs electrode.

NVP loading
The active material loading is performed with dip-coating technique on the carbonized fibres.
The mat is left for 12 hours in a Petri dish with the liquid precursor. As already shown,
in the section related to dip-coating, the active material concentrates in the first 100 ➭m of
CNFs. Because the used mat was thinner (70 ➭m), the active material is assumed to be almost
uniformly distributed. The total active material weight of the tested cell was around 2 mg. It
corresponds to 220 ➭A h−1 of theoretical capacity.
CV Results
As first test, 3 cycles of CV are performed on the cell, to confirm the electro-activity of the
synthesized material. The sweep rate is 0.10 mV s−1 in the range from 1.60 V to 4 V In figure
3.15 the result is reported: four peaks are visible, two around 3.40 V and two around 1.60 V.
Both reaction sites are confirmed. The exact position of the two peaks, linked to the site N a2 ,
is 3.46 V, during oxidation, and 3.30 V during reduction. The distance between the two peaks
with respect to the standard potential is: 55 mV and 100 mV. The oxidation peak is almost
perfectly in line with the theoretical model, which predicts a shift of 59 mV. With respect to
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Figure 3.15: Cyclic voltammetry of the first batch.

the shape, the CV is limited by the total amount of active material. By integrating the area
under the first peak, with a python script, it results in a total capacity of 265 ➭A h−1 . In figure
3.16 the fitting is reported.
EIS Results
EIS has been performed multiple times at different SOC. It has proven constant with respect
to SOC and also with respect with time: after 2 weeks, the shape is pretty close to the starting
one. In figure 3.17, on the Nyquist plane, three different spectra are reported: before cycling, at
SOC 100 after 10 cycles, and SOC 0 after 100 cycles. The main difference between the first and
the last, it is the slope of the constant phase element. Curves at different SOC are characterized
by the same resistance but different capacitance.
The difference in the constant slope element means the diffusion process in the cycled battery
is different. The formation of SEI and the degradation of the electrolyte can be linked to a
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Figure 3.17: EIS spectrum of batch 1.

thing is not working properly, it is difficult to ”debug” the device.
The cell has been cycled more than 150 times. It is particularly worthy to report the values of
the capacity of the first and last cycles at a C-rate of 1.5C. In figure 3.18 the results are shown:
the first charge capacity is equal to the one measured by the fitting of the CV (250 ➭A h−1 ) but
it decreases to 200 as soon as the second cycle. After 70 cycles the capacity is stable around
200 ➭A h−1 , with an energy efficiency of 95%.

An important result to be shown is the shape of the discharge curve at different C-rates. In
figure 3.19 the discharge profiles, from 0.1 to 10 C, is reported. Before each discharge, the cell
has been charged at 0.1 C. In order to highlight the differences, the voltage axis is restricted
from 3.50 V to 3.20 V. All curves reach 80 % of theoretical capacity if a voltage as low as 2.70 V
is allowed.

It is possible to identify three contributions of potential drop: IR drop, activation polarization, and concentration polarization[18]. The IR drop is measurable in the early part of the
curve (about 1 and 5%). It is then the activation polarization which determines the slope of
the curve: increase in path resistance due to consumption of active material. In the final part,
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Figure 3.18: Galvanostatic cycling of batch 1.

C-rate
0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
10

Drop at 5% [V]
0.028
0.040
0.05
0.075
0.115

Drop at 25[V]%
0.035
0.051
0.059
0.096
0.156

Drop at 40% [V]
0.040
0.058
0.073
0.127
0.195

Table 3.4: Voltage Drop Contributions.

the depletion of ions near the electrodes leads to a second drop in the voltage (at about 30 %
of discharge). They can all be expressed as resistances. It is possible to fit the three parts with
three lines but also taking a single point is meaningful to compare different curve. In table 3.4
the values are reported. The IR drop is also plotted (figure 3.20) to better visualized its linear
behaviour.
Post Mortem SEM
As final analysis the cathode is extracted from the cell and a SEM analysis performed. In
figure 3.21. The occlusion of the pores of the CNFs can be attributed to the formation of
SEI, which leads, as anticipated, to and higher capacitance when the cell is fully discharged.
Notwithstanding, lots of pores are still open, which justifies the stability in performances and
the good cycling at high C-rate.
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Figure 3.19: Discharge curve at different C-rate (batch 1).

Conclusions
It is possible to affirm that the porous structure was intact during the whole cycling. Good
cycling performance and stability confirm the working principles of the porous electrode. The
NVP is completely exploited also at high C-rate with a voltage drop of 0.80 V. The activation
polarization accounts for 0.10 V at 2 mA (10C), which corresponds to 50 Ω as measured with
EIS.
The mat is as thick as a normal slurry electrode and no anomalous capacitive effects are observed.
The shape of the discharge curve shows constant slope in the zone linked with active material
activation energy; it can be related to an homogeneous distribution of the active material.

3.3.3

Batch 2

For the second batch a thicker electrode is tested. The overall process is the same as for batch
1 for both CNFs production and loading. Because the active material activity was confirmed
by the first batch, the electrochemical analysis was limited to galvanostatic cycling.
CNFs and Loading
In figure 3.22 the measured thickness for the batch 2 is about 500 ➭m. The loading of active
material is performed with dip-coating and the result is a segregation of the active material on
one side of the mat, as already shown in figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.20: IR Drop measured at 5% of discharge.

GC Results
The only measurement performed on this batch is the galvanostatic cycling. The reason of this
choice is the result of the GC itself. As shown in figure 3.23 the charge process takes three times
the charge one (efficiency less than 30%). The explanation has been found in the thickness of
the mat and the poor loading: more than two-thirds of the CNFs are not coated, but the huge
surface area results in a big capacitance.
Conclusions
The second batch results are not satisfactory neither from the point of view of loading, due to
evaporation issue of dip-coating, nor the cycling performances. The process has been changed
to achieve better results.

3.3.4

Batch 3

The third batch has been realized to solve the issues linked with loading. Buchner filtration
is introduced in the process flow instead of dip-coating. Because the major concern was the
analysis of the distribution of active material, the carbonization process has also been changed:
2 hours of dwelling at 800 ◦Cinstead of 8 hours to preserved the good mechanical properties of
CNFs.
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Figure 3.21: Post Mortem SEM of the CNFs. The SEI formation can be appreciate as occlusion of the pores.

Figure 3.22: Thickness measurement of the CNFs electrode.

CNFs and Loading
The thickness of the mat is reduced to 50 ➭m as shown in figure 3.24. In the same image,
produced by secondary electron with a filtering grid at 600 V, the particles of NVP are clearly
visible. The active material profile has a peak at the surface, but NVP particles are present
also in the bulk. The result suggests the possibility to better control the loading with respect
to dip-coating: in the former case it is the filtration process which determines the profile, while
in the latter is the evaporation, which is difficult to control6 .
The filtration is performed on stabilized fibres, followed, after 12 hours of drying, by a carbonization step at 800 ◦C.
The process adopted is the one optimized for the fibres and not for the crystallization of the
6

It depends on both the solution and the fibres, which implies a modification of the whole process to be
modified. In Buchner filtration it may be enough to modify the loading process itself to modify the distribution.
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Figure 3.23: Discharge curve of the second batch.

Figure 3.24: Thickness measurement of the CNFs electrode.

NVP. In particular, on the surface of the mat, big particles of NVP formed, which of course
require long time to crystallize. Notwithstanding this process guarantees highly flexible fibres.
After the annealing process the XRD analysis is performed on power of NVP and CNFs. No
peaks linked with NVP crystal structure have been measured.
CV Results
While the XRD does not confirm the synthesis of active material, the mounted cell shows an
open circuit voltage of 2.70 V. It suggests a partial crystallization but the CV curve shows no
peaks around 3.40 V.
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EIS Results
The EIS analysis performed and reported in figure 3.25 is similar to the one of batch 1 but
the process of electron transfer is weaker. Only the diffusive part at high frequency is clearly
visible.
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Figure 3.25: EIS spectrum of batch 3.

GC Results
As final step the galvanostatic cycling around 3.40 V shows a 6 ➭A h−1 capacity. The retention
is measured to be around 2 days. In figure 3.26 100 cycles are reported.
Conclusions
The third and final batch is promising for what concerns the loading of the active material. The
poor electrochemical performances have been attributed to the short annealing process.

3.4

Future Experimental Perspective

As a conclusion to this chapter some interesting paths to be investigated are proposed, starting
from the results of the present work.
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Figure 3.26: Galvanostatic cycling of batch 3.

3.4.1

Study on CNFs

First of all, the optimization of the CNFs process is still to be complete. The stabilization phase
has to be design taking into account a trade-off between conductivity and flexibility. [19, 14] is
a good reference in term of achievable results. In order to increase the conductivity it is also
possible to ”dope” the CNFs with metallic atoms or carbon nanotubes[13].

3.4.2

Study on Loading

A second possibility, it is the research about the loading procedure. So far the Buchner filtration
is quite promising but further experiments are required to demonstrated fully controllability of
the process. Up to my knowledge no works have been presented which have studied this process
for sodium-ion batteries.

3.4.3

Study on Cathode

As soon as the study on the process in completed, it is of paramount importance to test the
structure with different materials, in order to investigated the potentialities of CNFs. It is
fundamental to reach a loading comparable with the commercial ones (around 2 mA cm−2 ).
The manganese oxide, for example, is a promising material but the performances are reduced
to one half at 25C and the actual areal capacity is rarely reported7 [10, 5].
7

It is highly probable that it is lower than the commercial ones, hence to increase it the power performance
should estimate to lower.
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3.4.4

Study on Anode

In parallel with the above mentioned researches, the implementation of a full cell is necessary to
get rid of the metallic sodium electrode and clearly estimate the performances. Among different
possibilities, the choice of tin and tin oxide is the perfect one to test the CNFs: Tin is an highly
energetic sodium anode but, due to the huge stress induced during intercalation, its cycling
performances as poor. If the CNFs are actually able to accommodate the expansion of the
active material, Tin anode performances should increase as reported by[22, 15].

3.5

Summary

The process flow starts with the production of CNFs. The electro-spinning setup used has been
optimized during the all span of the work in order to obtain a reproducible and controllable
process. The Relative Humidity (RH) variation has been the major problem: to obtain reproducible fibres a flux of nitrogen and a sealed box for the set up have been adopted.
After spinning, the fibres are treated with a first thermal process at about 260 ◦C. This is the
stabilization process and it guarantees a better stability of the fibres during the carbonization
process. Using FTIR characterization the process is optimized to the lowest possible temperature for the shorter possible time.
After stabilization the fibres may be directly carbonized or first loaded with the active material
precursor. If the material can stand the carbonization temperature (¿800 ◦C) a single high temperature process can be used to both carbonize the fibre and recover the crystalline structure
of the active material, shortening the overall process time. The loading before carbonization is
also more effective because the fibre is strongly hydrophilic at that stage. With the material of
choice (NVP) the after-stabilization loading and after-carbonization one have both been tested.
The latter requires less then half an hour while the former about 12 hours to achieve a good
loading and drying.
The loading and synthesis of the NVP is done at the same time with a co-precipitation wetchemistry process. Two paths have been explored: dip-coating and solvent evaporation; Buchner
filtration with vacuum pump. The latter is both faster and more controllable.
After carbonization and crystallization of the NVP (800 ◦C for 8 hours), the samples are characterized and then the electrochemical cell is assembled. Two setups for electrochemical characterization have been realized: the first one consists of a Swagelok type cell, which is the
main stream setup in literature but is quite bulky and permits to mount only one cell per
time; A sandwich of two arrays of electrodes with a sealed chamber in the middle has also been
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prototyped. This second setup permits multiple cells to be tested in parallel (or series). The
possibility to integrated the measurement system on the very same device leads to a compact,
light weight and cheap setup.
The main results from characterization are summed up below:
• The stabilization process needs slow ramp and dwelling at intermediate temperature to
achieve good mechanical properties of the fibres.
• Dip-coating loading is a limiting technique due to evaporation effects.
• The cell shows, in agreement with literature, good C-rate performances up to 20C.
• SEI formation is monitored and its effect on the cell resistance assessed.
• Too thick CNFs and poor loading result in a very low efficiency.
• Buchner filtration early results are promising for a more controllable loading.
Starting from those results, different paths must be followed to complete the realization of a
full prototyping line: anode production; cell setup optimization; study of the electrolyte.
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Chapter 4

CONCLUSIONS
As a conclusion to this thesis, a summary of the process-flow and its deliveries are presented
below.
The present work begins with the production of the CNFs. Optimization of electro-spinning
setup has taken a constant amount of our effort. In particular the relative humidity (RH)
variation has been the major problem. In order to obtain reproducible fibres, a flux of nitrogen
and a sealed box for the set up have been adopted.
After electro-spinning, the fibres are treated with a first thermal process at about 260 ◦C. This
is the stabilization process and it guarantees a better stability of fibres during the carbonization
process. Lots of time has been spent in order to optimize this step, with particular attention
the the FTIR results.
The carbonization step has been marginally studied but its optimization, by means of future
research, is of main interest for both fibres and active material quality.
More interesting are the results about different approaches to load the active material. Dipcoating technique has proved to be limiting from the point of view of controllability of the
loading profile. On the other hand, early results about Buchner filtration are promising. A
studied focused on this technique is a key element to definitely grasp the potentiality of CNFs.
The production of NVP by co-precipitation has been successfully reproduced and confirmed by
XRD analysis. The optimization of the crystals size and dimension of crystalline domains are
the missing part to take over control of the production process.
Concerning the assembly of electrochemical cell the Swagelok setup has proven satisfactory
for the testing phase. Notwithstanding the first prototype for a multi-electrodes setup would
permit, in a second phase of research, to easily acquire a large amount of data, hence it is
worthy to be further developed.
The electrochemical tests confirm the good cycling performances and the high c-rate capability
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of the NVP-CNFs couple. More than 200 cycles have been performed on the first batch of cells,
without major degradation of performances.
The testing of a tin anode and a manganese oxide cathode is the next step in order to definitely
confirm the advantages derived from 3D porous nanostructures.
Present and future study for sodium-ion, to benefit from market trends, should focus on the
stationary storage, pursuing good cycling, high efficiency, and capacity retention at high C-rate.
The resulting devices based on sodium-ion may be competitive or even overcome the lithium-ion
technology in the long term competition.
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APPENDIX A: Additional Images
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Figure 4.1: XRD data of NVP annealed for 2 h at 800 C. No peaks are visible.
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